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   立教大学数理物理学研究センター平成２５年度活動報告 
 
数理物理学研究センターは昨年度４月に発足し、立教大学における数理物理学
研究の推進とポスドク、院生などの教育、研究の場として活動を行っている． 
 
現在、数理物理学研究センター構成員は 
 
学内 江口徹、筧三郎、小林努、小森靖、  
   佐藤信哉、神保道夫、原田知広、疋田 泰章、山田裕二  
学外：加藤晃史、斉藤義久、立川裕二 
 
である. 
センターの今年度の主な活動内容は 
 
１． 隔週に開催される数理物理学セミナー 
         15 回開催 
２． 臨時に開催されるインフォーマルセミナー 
          2 回開催 
３． 平成 26年１月11日-13日に開催された国際研究集会「Rikkyo MathPhys 2014」 
４． 平成 26年 1月 31日—2月１日に開催された研究集会「String theory and VOA」 
５． 集中講義録「Lectures on Dispersionless Integrable Hierarchies」(武部尚志述) 
 
である. 
 
上記１の数理物理学セミナーは数理物理学の最近の様々な進展に関して、専門
の研究者を招いて毎回１時間３０分程度の講演を行なうもので、通常のセミナ
ーよりも導入部に時間をかけてより広い分野の聴衆が参加できるようにしてい
る． 
２は立教大学や他大学を訪問中のビジターなどを招いて臨時のスケジュールで
行われるセミナーで外国人研究者による講演が多い． 
３は本学からの支援を受けて行った国際研究集会で海外から 5 名、国内から６
名の研究者が最新の研究成果の発表を行った．超弦理論や超対称ゲージ理論に
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I. ????
??? 3 ?????K3 ????????
N=4???????????????????
Mathieu ?M24 ?????????????
??????????????? J ?????
???? monstrous moonshine ??????
??Mathieu moonshine ??????Mathieu
moonshine ???????????????
?????????????????????
? Mathieu moonshine ?????? Umbral
moonshine ??????????? Mathieu
moonshine ?????? Enriques moonshine
???????????? moonshine ???
?????????????????????
???????????????
??????mock theta??? completion?
????????????Zwegers?????
?????????????????????
?????
II. ???? (2011∼2013??)
1. ”Enriques Moonshine?, T. Eguchi and
K. Hikami, J. Phys. A46 (2013) 312001.
2. ”N=2 moonshine”, T. Eguchi and K. Hikami,
Phys.Lett.B717 (2012) 266-273.
3. ”Twisted Elliptic Genus and Borcherds
Product”, T. Eguchi and K. Hikami, Lett.
Math. Phys. 102 (2012) 203-222.
4. ”Non-Holomorphic Modular Forms and
SL(2,R)/U(1) Superconformal Field The-
ory”, T. Eguchi and Y. Sugawara, JHEP
1103 (2011) 107
5. ”Note on Twisted Elliptic Genus of K3
Surface”, T.Eguchi and K. Hikami, Phys.
Lett. B694 (2011) 446
6. ”Seiberg-Witten Theory and, Matrix Model
and AGT Relation”, T.Eguchi and K.
Maruyoshi, JHEP 1007 (2010) 081.
7. ”Notes on the K3 Surface and the Math-
ieu Group M24”, T. Eguchi, H. Ooguri
and Y. Tachikawa, Exper.Math 20 (2011)
91.
III. ???? (2011∼2013??)
1.????????????????????
?????2014? 1??
2. ”Mathieu moonshine and Superconfor-
mal algebra?, Arithmetic and Algebraic
Geometry 2014??????2014? 1??
3. ”?????????????????
????? 2013? 9?
4. ??????Mathieu moonshine and Su-
perconformal algebra?,?Simons Center
for Geometry and Physics,?New York,
September 2013
5. ”Superconformal algebra and Mathieu group”,
Conference on ”Algebraic geometry, mod-
ular forms and applications to physics?,
Edinburgh, November (2012)
6. ”Superconformal algebra and moonshine
phenomenon”, Conference on ”Geome-
try and Physics”, Munich, November (2012)
7. ”Superconformal algebra and moonshine
phenomenon”, Conference on ”Strings,
branes and Supergravity”, Istanbul, Aug.
(2011)
8. ”K3 surface and Mathieu group M24”,
Conference on ”Mathieu monnshine”, ETH,
Switzerland, July (2011).
9. ”K3 surface and Mathieu group M24”,
Conference on ”Three generations of string
theory”, IHE, Paris, May (2011)
IV. ???
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? ?? (??? ????)
I. ????
????????????????????
????????2013??????? 2???
??????????
1) ??????????????????
???????? (????? (????
????)???????????? (?
?????????????) ????
??)
2) ??????????????????
???????? (????? (????
????)??????)
II. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. ?????Tzitzeica?????????
??????????????????
??????????.
2. ???: ?????????????MI
???????? Vol. 40 (2012), pp. 27–
49.
3. ???????: ????? FitzHugh-
Nagumo ?????????, ????
????????????? 23AO-S7
(2012), 196–201.
4. ????????: ?? Euler-Poisson-
Darboux???????,???????
?????????? 23AO-S7 (2012),
202–207.
5. S. Kakei, J.J.C. Nimmo, and R. Willox:
Yang-Baxter maps from the discrete BKP
equation, SIGMA (Symmetry, Integra-
bility and Geometry: Methods and Ap-
plications), 6 (2010), 028, 11 pages.
6. ???, J.J.C. Nimmo, and R. Willox: ?
?BKP????Yang-Baxter??,??
???????????????21ME-
S7 (2010), 214–219.
7. S. Kakei, J.J.C. Nimmo, and R. Willox:
Yang-Baxter maps and the discrete KP
hierarchy, GlasgowMath. J. 51A (2009),
107–119.
8. S. Kakei, M. Nishizawa, Y. Saito and Y.
Takeyama: The rational qKZ equation
and shifted non-symmetric Jack polyno-
mials, SIGMA (Symmetry, Integrability
and Geometry: Methods and Applica-
tions) 5 (2009), 010, 12 pages.
9. ????????: AKNS-ASDYM ??
?????????, ?????????
????? 1662 (2009), 195–210.
10. ???: ??????????????
???????? (??: ???????
??: ?????????)?? 1? ? 2
? 7?NTS?2009?.
III. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. ??????????????????
??????(????????????
????)????????? 2013? ?
??????????????????
???2013? 3? 14?.
2. ??????????2012?? ????
???????????????????
???????2012? 12? 8?.
3. ?????Tzitzeica?????????
????(??????????????
??????????????)????
???????? ??????????
?????? –????????? –?
??????????2012? 11? 2?.
4. ?????????????? (????
????????????)??????
??? 2012? ????????? (?
??? [AIS-8])???????????
??2012? 3? 9?.
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5. ?????????“??????????
??????????”??????2012
? 2? 22?.
6. ????? FitzHugh-Nagumo????
????? (?????????????
??)????????????????
??????????? – ??????
???? –???????????2011
? 10? 28?.
7. ?? Euler-Poisson-Darboux?????
?? (???????????????
?)???????????? ????
??????????? – ??????
???? –???????????2011
? 10? 28?.
8. ??????????????????
??????????????????
????????2011? 1? 21?.
9. From discrete KP to Yang-Baxter maps,
????, GCOE conference: Algebraic
and geometric aspects of discrete inte-
grable systems— Integrable systems and
cluster algebras,???????????
???, 2010? 12? 14?.
10. Construction of Yang-Baxter maps from
discrete KP, ????, Satellite confer-
ence of the ICM 2010, “Integrable Sys-
tems and Geometry”, Pondicherry Uni-
versity, India, 2010? 8? 16?.
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?? ?? (??? ???)
I. ????
??? (duality)?????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
AdS/CFT ????d????????? d+1
?????????????????????
??????????????d = 2 ????
?????????????????????
???????????? affine Lie ????
?????????????????????
????? Chern-Simons ?????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
???
??????? AJ ???????????
??????A-??????????????
?????????????????????
??colored Jones?????? SL2(C) Chern-
Simons ?????????????????
? q-??????????????? (???
??) ??????????????????
??AdS3/CFT2 ?????????????
????
II. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. A. Kato “Kauffman bracket skein mod-
ules and colored Jones polynomials” in
preparation
2. ???? “????????”??????
47? 8??2009?42-49
3. ???? “??????”??????48
? 3??2010?57-63
4. ???? “????????”??????
49? 3??2011?45-51
III. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. ??????????????????
????? 2011???????????
?????2011? 11??
2. “Geometry of colored Jones polynomi-
als” Low dimensional topology and num-
ber theory III, ??????? 2011? 3
?.
3. ?????????????????En-
counter with Mathematics? 52?, ??
??????, 2010? 1?.
IV. ???
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I. ????
????????????????????
????? 2???????????????
??????? (Horndeski??)??????
Horndeski????????????????
??????????????????Horn-
deski??????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????????????Horn-
deski??????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????
II. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. K. Kamada, T. Kobayashi, T. Kunim-
itsu, M. Yamaguchi and J. ’i. Yokoyama,
“Graceful exit from Higgs G-inflation,”
Phys. Rev. D 88, 123518 (2013).
2. T. Kobayashi, N. Tanahashi and M. Ya-
maguchi, “Multi-field G-inflation,” Phys.
Rev. D 88, 083504 (2013).
3. T. Narikawa, T. Kobayashi, D. Yamauchi
and R. Saito, “Testing general scalar-
tensor gravity and massive gravity with
cluster lensing,” Phys. Rev. D 87, 124006
(2013).
4. Y. -i. Takamizu and T. Kobayashi, “Non-
linear superhorizon curvature perturba-
tion in generic single-field inflation,” PTEP
2013, no. 6, 063E03 (2013).
5. X. Gao, T. Kobayashi, M. Shiraishi, M. Ya-
maguchi, J. ’i. Yokoyama and S. Yokoyama,
“Full bispectra from primordial scalar and
tensor perturbations in the most gen-
eral single-field inflation model,” PTEP
2013, 053E03 (2013).
6. T. Kobayashi, M. Siino, M. Yamaguchi
and D. Yoshida, “New Cosmological So-
lutions in Massive Gravity,” Phys. Rev.
D 86, 061505 (2012).
7. K. Kamada, T. Kobayashi, T. Takahashi,
M. Yamaguchi and J. ’i. Yokoyama, “Gen-
eralized Higgs inflation,” Phys. Rev. D
86, 023504 (2012).
8. T. Kobayashi, H. Motohashi and T. Suyama,
“Black hole perturbation in the most gen-
eral scalar-tensor theory with second-order
field equations I: the odd-parity sector,”
Phys. Rev. D 85, 084025 (2012).
9. R. Kimura, T. Kobayashi and K. Ya-
mamoto, “Vainshtein screening in a cos-
mological background in the most gen-
eral second-order scalar-tensor theory,”
Phys. Rev. D 85, 024023 (2012).
10. R. Kimura, T. Kobayashi and K. Ya-
mamoto, “Observational Constraints on
Kinetic Gravity Braiding from the Inte-
grated Sachs-Wolfe Effect,” Phys. Rev.
D 85, 123503 (2012).
III. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. “The most general second-order scalar-
tensor theory,” (????) ? 2????
?????????? (?????, 12?
5?, 2013)
2. “Horndeski’s theory: a unified descrip-
tion of modified gravity,” (????) JGRG23
(????, 11? 5?, 2013)
3. “Multi-field G-inflation,” ??????
???? (????, ???, 9? 21?,
2013)
4. “Multi-field G-inflation,” Institute for The-
oretical Physics, University Heidelberg
(???) ??????????? (2013
? 9? 12?)
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5. “Cosmology of Generalized Galileons,”
GR20/Amaldi10 (?????, ????
?, 7? 9?, 2013)
6. “Full bispectra from primordial scalar and
tensor perturbations in the most general
single-field inflation model,” ?????
????? (????, ????, 3 ?,
2013)
7. “Vainshtein mechanism in Horndeski’s gen-
eral scalar-tensor theory (and in massive
gravity),” (????) Mini-workshop “Mas-
sive gravity and its cosmological implica-
tions” (IPMU, ?, 4?, 2013)
8. “Vainshtein mechanism in Horndeski’s gen-
eral scalar-tensor theory,” ??????
(??) Cosmology and Particle Astrophysics
Seminar (2013? 3? 20?)
9. “Generalized Higgs inflation,” ????
?????? (??????, ???, ?
?, 2012)
10. “Vainshtein mechanism in the most gen-
eral scalar-tensor theory,” Nonlinear mas-
sive gravity theory and its observational
test (YITP, ??, 7? 31?, 2012)
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?? ? (??? ???)
I. ????????????????????
?????????????. 2013 ????
?????????????????????
Euler-Zagier ???????????????
???? (????? (????)??????
(???)??????), ??? p-?????
?????? (????? (????), ???
?? (????), ????? (???)????
??). ?? BC ?????????????
???????????? (?????, ??
??? (????)??????). ??? p ?
?????????????????????
???????????????? (????
?? (?????)??????).
II. ????
• Y. Komori, Functional equations of Weng’s
zeta functions for (G,P )/Q, Amer. J. math.,
Vol. 135, No. 4 (2013), 1019–1038.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Barnes multiple zeta-functions, Ramanu-
jan’s formula, and relevant series involv-
ing hyperbolic functions, J. Ramanujan
Math. Soc., Vol. 28, No. 1 (2013), 49–69.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Functional relations for zeta-functions of
weight lattices of Lie groups of type A3,
in Analytic and Probabilistic Methods in
Number Theory, edited by E. Manstavi-
cius et al., TEV, 2012.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
On Witten multiple zeta-functions asso-
ciated with semisimple Lie algebras III,
in Multiple Dirichlet Series, L-functions
and Automorphic Forms, Progress in Math-
ematics, 2012, Vol. 300, 223–286.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Evaluation formulas of Cauchy–Mellin type
for certain series involving hyperbolic func-
tions, Comment. Math. Univ. St. Pauli,
60 (2011), 127–142.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Functional equations for double L-functions
and values at non-positive integers, Int. J. Num-
ber Theory, 7 (2011), 1441–1461.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
A survey on the theory of multiple Bernoulli
polynomials and multiple L-functions of
root systems, RIMS Kokyuroku Bessatsu
B28 (2011), 99–120.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Shuffle products for multiple zeta values
and partial fraction decompositions of
zeta-functions of root systems, Math. Z,
268 (2011), 993–1011.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Multiple zeta values and zeta-functions
of root systems, Proc. Japan Acad. Ser. A
Math. Sci., 87 (2011), no. 6, 103–107.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
On Witten multiple zeta-functions asso-
ciated with semisimple Lie algebras IV,
Glasg. Math. J, 53 (2011), 185–206.
• Y. Komori, An integral representation of
multiple Hurwitz–Lerch zeta functions and
generalized multiple Bernoulli numbers,
Quart. J. Math., 61 (2010), 437–496.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
Functional equations and functional re-
lations for certain double series of Euler
type and of Eisenstein type, Publ. Math. De-
brecen, 77 (2010), 15–31.
• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
On Witten multiple zeta-functions asso-
ciated with semisimple Lie algebras II,
J. Math. Soc. Japan, 62 (2010) No. 2,
355–394.
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• Y. Komori, K. Matsumoto and H. Tsumura,
An introduction to the theory of zeta-
functions of root systems, MSJ Memoirs
Vol. 21, pp. 115–140.
• Y. Komori, M. Noumi and J. Shiraishi,
Kernel functions for difference operators
of Ruijsenaars type and their applica-
tions, SIGMA, 5 (2009), 054, arXiv:0812.0279.
III. ????
• ?? ?, ??????????????
????, (????, 2013? 11? 18?
?22?, ??????).
• ?? ?, ??????????????
??????, (??????, 2013? 11
? 20?, ??????).
• Y. Komori, Desingularization of complex
multiple zeta-functions and fundamen-
tals of p-adic multiple L-functions I, (2013
?????????, 2013? 7? 24?,
????).
• ?? ?, ??????????????
??????, (???????????
????? 13?????, 2012? 12?
5?, ????).
• Y. Komori, Zeta-functions of weight lat-
tices of compact connected semisimple
Lie groups, (2012 Conference on L-functions,
2012? 8? 24?, Jeju, Korea).
• ?? ?, ??????????????
??, (? 5?????????????,
2012? 1? 27?, ????).
• ?? ?, Witten ??????? (II) (?
?????????, 2012? 1? 21?,
??????).
• ???,???????????????
??? (I), (??????, 2011? 12?
10?, ??????).
• Y. Komori, Euler Zagier zeta-functions
and zeta-functions of root systems, (2011
? 9? 14?, Wuerzburg, Germany)
• Y. Komori, Zeta-functions of root sys-
tems and of Lie groups, (2011? 9? 7
?, Palanga, Lithuania)
• ?? ?, ??????????????
???, (? 4??????????, 2011
? 2? 21?, ???????).
• ?? ?, ??????????????
?????????????, (2010??
?????????, 2010? 11? 10?,
?????????).
• ???,???????????????
?? I, (?????????, 2010? 9?
8?, ????).
• Y. Komori, Multiple Bernoulli polyno-
mials and multiple L-functions of root
systems, (Developments in Quantum In-
tegrable Systems, 2010? 6? 14?, ?
???).
• ?? ?, (G,P ) ????? Weng ??
????????????, (?????
??????, 2009? 12? 9?, ???
?).
• Y. Komori, Multiple Bernoulli polyno-
mials and multiple L-functions of root
systems, (l’atelier Zeta III, 2009? 11?
23?, Univ. Jean-Monnet, France).
• ?? ?, ??????????????
???? L ??????, (?????,
2009? 9? 10?, ????).
• ?? ?, ??????????????
???? L ??????, (??????
??, 2009? 8? 27?, ?????).
• ???, Functional equations for Weng’s
zeta functions for (G,P ), (?????
??, 2009? 6? 19?, ????).
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• ???, Functional equations for Weng’s
zeta functions for (G,P ), (??????
??, 2009? 6? 17?, ?????).
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????? (???? ????)
I. ???? (1) ??????????? ; ?
?????????????????????
quiver ??????????????????
quiver??????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????A7?? Schubert???????
??????????????????????
(2) ????????????? ; sl2???
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
???????????????sl2?????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
(3) ???????????????? ; ?
?????????????????????
??????????????????????
?????????????????????
????shifted Jack???????????
????????? q-KZ?????????
??????????
(1) Geometrical representation theory of Quan-
tum groups ; We study the crystal base in ge-
ometrical way. Starting from a finite oriented
graph (= quiver), we construct an algebraic
variety associated to a quiver. This is called a
quiver variety. We consider some Lagrangian
subvarieties of the cotangent bundle of quiver
varieties and define a crystal structure on the
set of their irreducible components. Moreover,
we prove that it is isomorphic to the crystal as-
sociated with quantum groups. In the similar
way, the crystal associated with highest weight
irreducible representations of quantum groups
are realized geometrically. As an application,
we completely determine the chracteristic va-
rieties of intersection cohomology complexes
of Schubert varieties in type A7.
(2) Structure of the module categories of
Quantum groups ; We study the tensor struc-
ture of the category of finite dimensional mod-
ules of the restricted quantum enveloping alge-
bra associated to sl2. Indecomposable decom-
position of all tensor products of modules over
this algebra is completely determined in ex-
plicit formulas. As a by-product, we show that
the module category of the restricted quantum
enveloping algebra associated to sl2 is not a
braided tensor category.
(3) Representation theory of elliptic Hecke
algebras and its applications ; We define a
family of new algebras so-called elliptic Hecke
algebras associated with elliptic root systems
and prove a comparison theorem between el-
liptic Hecke algebras and double affine Hecke
algebras.?
As an application, we study multi-variable
orthogonal polynomials and q-KZ equations
by using representation theory of elliptic Hecke
algebras.
II. ???? (2009 2013??)
1. Satoshi Naito, Daisuke Sagaki and Yoshi-
hisa Saito, “Toword Berenstein-Zelevinsky
data in affine type A, III: Proof of the
connectedness”, Symmetries, Integrable
Systems and Representations, Springer
Proceedinds in Mathematics and Statis-
tics 40 (2012), 361-402.
2. Satoshi Naito, Daisuke Sagaki and Yoshi-
hisa Saito, “Toword Berenstein-Zelevinsky
data in affine type A, I: Construction of
affine analogs”, Contemp. Math. 565
(2012), 143-184.
3. Satoshi Naito, Daisuke Sagaki and Yoshi-
hisa Saito, “Toword Berenstein-Zelevinsky
12
data in affine type A, II: Expicit descrip-
tion”, Contemp. Math. 565 (2012), 185-
216.
4. Yoshihisa Saito ; “Mirkovic´-Vilonen poly-
topes and a quiver construction of crys-
tal basis in type A”, Int. Math. Res.
Not. 2012 (17), 3877-3928.
5. Hiroki Kondo and Yoshihisa Saito ; “In-
decomposable decomposition of tensor prod-
ucts of modules over the restricted quan-
tum universal enveloping algebra associ-
ated to sl2”, J. Alg. 330 (2011), 103-129.
6. Yoshihisa Saito and Midori Shiota ; “On
Hecke algebras associated with elliptic
root systems”, Representation Theory of
Algebraic Groups and Quantum Groups,
Progress in Math. 284 (2010), 297-312,
Birkha¨user.
7. Yoshihisa Saito and Midori Shiota ; “On
Hecke algebras associated with elliptic
root systems and the double affine Hecke
algebras”, Publ. RIMS 45 (2009), 845-
905.
8. Saburo Kakei, Michitomo Nishizawa, Yoshi-
hisa Saito and Yoshihiro Takeyama ; “The
Rational qKZ equation and shifted non-
symmetric Jack polynomials”, SIGMA 5
(2009), 010.
III. ???? (2009 2013??)
1. ??????????????????
???2014????
2. Realization of crystal bases, The 2-nd
mini-symposium in Representation The-
ory, Jeju (Korea), December, 2012.
3. Toward Berenstein-Zelevinsky data in affine
type A, ??????????????
???????????????2012? 5
??
4. On Berenstein-Zelevinsky data in affine
type A, Symmetries, Integrable systems
and Representations, Lyon (France), De-
cember, 2011.
5. ??????????????????
????????????????2011
? 9??
6. On Berenstein-Zelevinsky data in affine
typeA, Conformal field theories and ten-
sor categories, Beijing International Cen-
ter for Mathamatical Reserch, Beijing
(China), June 2011.
7. Mirkovic´-Vilonen polytopes and quiver
construction of crystal basis in type A,
Representation Theory of Algebraic Groups
and Quantum Groups ’10, Nagoya Uni-
versity, August, 2010.
8. On tensor category arising from repre-
sentation theory of the restricted quan-
tum universal enveloping algebra associ-
ated to sl2, Interplay between represen-
tation theory and geometry, Tsinghua
University, Beijing (China), May, 2010.
9. On tensor category arising from repre-
sentation theory of the restricted quan-
tum universal enveloping algebra asso-
ciated to sl2, International workshop on
combinatorial and geometric approach to
representation theory, Seoul National Uni-
versity?Seoul (Korea), September, 2009.
10. On tensor products of Mirkovic´-Vilonen
polytopes in type A, ????????,
??????????????2009? 8
?.
IV. ???
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?? ?? (??? ???)
I. ????
????????????????????
???????????????? 0????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
??????????? 0?????????
?????????????????????
Q-system????????? 1? 1????
????????????Q-system????
?????????????????????
??????????????????????
Q-system????????????????Q-
system? special?????????????
???????????????????? 0
????????????????
II. ???? (2009∼2013??)
1. An invitation to V.F.R. Jones’ planar al-
gebras, ?????????? 1716?In-
telligence of Low-dimensional topology?
(2010), 64—83.
2. Planar algebra??–?????????
?????????????, ????
556 (2009), pp.42—47.
III. ???? (2009∼2013??)
• An introduction to the planar algebras,
RIMS?????Intelligence of Low-dimensional
Topology?, 2010? 6? 3?.
IV. ???
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?? ?? (???? ???)
I. ????
????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????
????????????????
1) spin 1/2 ? XXZ??????????
??????????????????
??????????????????
????????????(F. Smirnov?
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We compute the partition function on the hemisphere of a class of 2d
(2, 2) supersymmetric field theories including gauged linear sigma models.
The result provides a general exact formula for the central charge of the
D-brane placed at the boundary. Mirror symmetry, grade restriction rule,
factorization of two sphere partition function, etc, will also be discussed in
this context. (Based on a joint work with Mauricio Romo.)
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I will explain the recent developments of the application of integrability to three point functions in
the AdS5/CFT4 correspondence, a duality between the maximally supersymmetric gauge theory in four
dimension and the string theory on AdS5 × S5. The perturbative computation of the three point functions
in the gauge theory can be mapped to the evaluation of the scalar products in the integrable spin chain.
On the other hand, in the classical limit of the string theory, they are given by the area (plus the boundary
terms) of the three-legged string worldsheet. I would like to explain how these two different calculations give
rise to the simlar expressions in certain limits and discuss its implication and the future direction.
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— Abstract —
Integrable systems appear in geometry and physics as nonlinear differential equations with
many symmetries. Using a particular example of interest in mirror symmetry and quantum
field theory, I will compare several methods for solving such equations: nonlinear p.d.e.
theory, Riemann-Hilbert theory, loop group theory, and bundle methods. The equation is a
version of the Toda field equation, which we call the tt∗-Toda equation. It is a special case
of the tt∗ (topological-antitopological fusion) equation of Cecotti and Vafa, and a special
case of the harmonic map equation, and it is a generalization of the third Painleve equation.
This is joint work with Alexander Its and Chang-Shou Lin.
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We derive an infinite set of recursion formulae for Nekrasov instanton partition function
for linear quiver U(N) supersymmetric gauge theories in 4D. They have a structure of a
deformed version of W1+∞ algebra which is called SHc algebra (or degenerate double affine
Hecke algebra) in the literature. The algebra containsWN algebra with general central charge
defined by a parameter β, which gives the Ω background in Nekrasov’s analysis. Some parts
of the formulae are identified with the conformal Ward identity for the conformal block
function of Toda field theory.
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— ? ? —
In this talk, I will first explain how the crystal bases of tensor products of
level-zero fundamental representations of quantum affine algebras are realized
explicitly in terms of quantum Bruhat graphs; quantum Bruhat graphs are
introduced by Brenti-Fomin-Postnikov in order to describe the Chevalley-type
formula for the small quantum cohomology ring of a partial flag variety. Then,
I will explain how the specialization at t = 0 of Macdonald polynomials can be
interpreted as graded generating functions of weights of these crystal bases,
where the grading comes from what is called the global energy function.
https://sites.google.com/a/rikkyo.ac.jp/mathphys/ Contact: ???? (tetsuji@rikkyo.ac.jp)
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???? ??????????? ? 15?????
Classifying Codimension-2 Branes
in Three Dimensions
?? ?? ?
????????????
??: ??????? 4?? 4? 4407??
??: 2014? 1? 22? (?)
16? 40? – 18? 10?
??: ???
— ? ? —
In string theory there are various extended objects, branes, whose impor-
tance in the physics of the theory cannot be emphasized too much. Branes
with small codimension (< 3) are more exotic than the higher codimension
branes and have not attracted as much attention. Nonetheless, those exotic
branes have interesting properties and are expected to play a crucial role
for understanding non-perturbative physics of string theory. In this talk, I
attempt to classify codimension-2 branes in string theory by studying super-
symmetric configurations in 3d supergravity. It turns out that supersym-
metric solutions are closely related to the nilpotent orbits of the Lie algebra
associated with the U-duality group, which is E8(8) in this case.
https://sites.google.com/a/rikkyo.ac.jp/mathphys/ Contact: ???? (tetsuji@rikkyo.ac.jp)
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???? ??????????? ??????
PBW bases, quantized algebra of functions
and 3D integrability
?? ?? ?
???????????
??: ??????? 4?? 4? 4407??
??: 2013? 4? 24? (?)
16? 40? – 18? 10?
??: ???
— ? ? —
I shall explain how Soibelman’s theory of quantized algebra of functions
led to a representation theoretical construction of a solution to the Zamolod-
chikov tetrahedron equation and the 3D analogue of the reflection equation
proposed by Isaev and Kulish in 1997. These results are related to finite
dimensional simple Lie algebra g of rank 2. For general g, a related theorem
will be presented connecting the representations of the quantized algebra of
functions with the PBW bases of the positive part of the quantized envelop-
ing algebra Uq(g).
This is a joint work with Masato Okado and Yasuhiko Yamada.
https://sites.google.com/a/rikkyo.ac.jp/mathphys/ Contact: ???? (tetsuji@rikkyo.ac.jp)
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???? ??????????? ??????
Mirror Map as Generating Function
of Intersection Numbers
??? ?? ?
?????
??: ??????? 4?? 2? 4232??
(????????????????)
??: 2013? 9? 12? (?)
16? 30? – 18? 00?
??: ???
— ? ? —
In this talk, we discuss geometric construction of the mirror map used in
the mirror computation of Gromov-Witten invariants. We reconstruct the
mirror map as a generating function of intersection numbers of the moduli
space of holomorphic maps compactified by chains of quasi maps. We also
apply this formalism to compute some open Gromov-Witten invariants.
https://sites.google.com/a/rikkyo.ac.jp/mathphys/ Contact: ???? (tetsuji@rikkyo.ac.jp)
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???? ??????????? ??????
A Bon-abelian Self-duality Equation
in Six-dimensions
and Multiple M5-branes
Prof. Chong-Sun Chu
Tsing Hua University
??: ??????? 4?? 2? 4232??
??: 2014? 2? 21? (?)
16? 30? – 18? 00?
— Abstract —
The low energy theory for a system of multiple M5-branes contains a non-
abelian self-dual 3-form field strength. In this talk I will discuss a proposal
for its equation of motion. Various solutions of the equation have been con-
structed. I will discuss how these solutions have properties that match pre-
cisely with the physics of the M5-branes system obtained from other analysis,
such as the 11 dimensional supergravity and string theory.
https://sites.google.com/a/rikkyo.ac.jp/mathphys/ Contact: ???? (tetsuji@rikkyo.ac.jp)
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Titles, Abstracts, and Slides
V. Bazhanov
Title: Integrable structure of Quantum Field Theory: Classical flat connections versus
quantum stationary states
Abstract:
We establish a correspondence between an infinite set of special solutions of the
(classical) modified sinh-Gordon equation and a set of stationary states in the finite-
volume Hilbert space of the integrable 2D QFT invented by V.A. Fateev. The
modified sinh-Gordon equation arise in this case as a zero-curvature condition for a
class of multivalued connections of the punctured Riemann sphere, similarly to
Hitchin's self-duality equations. The proposed correspondence between the classical
and quantum integrable systems provides a powerful tool for deriving functional and
integral equations which determine the full spectrum of local integrals of motion for
massive QFT in a finite volume. Potential applications of our results to the problem of
non-perturbative quantization of classically integrable non-linear sigma models are
briefly discussed.
Search this site
Slides: PDF
K. Hori
Title: Exact Results In Two-Dimensional (2,2) Supersymmetric Gauge Theories With
Boundary
Abstract: 
We compute the partition function on the hemisphere of a class of two-dimensional
(2,2) supersymmetric field theories including gauged linear sigma models. The result
provides a general exact formula for the central charge of the D-brane placed at the
boundary. It takes the form of Mellin-Barnes integral and the question of its
convergence leads to the grade restriction rule concerning branes near the phase
boundaries. We find expressions in various phases including the large volume
formula in which a characteristic class called the Gamma class shows up. The two
sphere partition function factorizes into two hemispheres glued by the inverse to the
annulus. The result can also be written in a form familiar in mirror symmetry, and
suggests a way to find explicit mirror correspondence between branes.
Slide: PDF
R. Inoue
Title: Application of cluster algebra to hyperbolic 3-manifolds, and complex volume of
knots
Abstract: 
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The cluster algebra was introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky around 2000.
The characteristic operation in the algebra called `mutation' is related to various
notions in mathematics and mathematical physics.
In this talk I review a basics of the cluster algebra, and introduce its application to
study the complex volume, (hyperbolic volume) + i (Chern-Simons invariant), of knot
complements in S3. We formulate the ideal tetrahedral decomposition of hyperbolic
3-manifolds in terms of the cluster algebra, where a mutation corresponds to an ideal
tetrahedron. This talk is based on joint work with Kazuhiro Hikami (Kyushu
University).
Y. Maeda
Title: Introduction of Poisson Geometry
Abstract: 
This is an introduction of Poisson geometry for general audiences who are not
familiar with this subject. Poisson geometry is now one of the active fields of research
in geometry, stimulated by connections with a number of areas, representations,
infinite dimensional Lie algebras, mechanics of particles, singularity theory, and
completely integrable systems. Deformation quantization, which is a deformation of
Poisson algebra, gives a fruitful idea for quantization problem. I will talk on several
ideas in Poisson geometry and deformation quantization of Poisson manifolds.
Slides: PDF
D. Morrison
Title:  Affine Kac-Moody algebras and F-theory
Abstract: 
Supersymmetric F-theory compactifications make use of a Ricci-flat manifold which
has a fibration by Riemann surfaces of genus one, with singular fibers allowed.  The
singular fibers of the fibration determine an affine Kac-Moody algebra in a natural
way, which appears physically in the compactification of M-theory on the same
manifold.  In general, the fibration need not have a section, and this allows twisted
affine Kac-Moody algebras to make an appearance as well as untwisted ones.
H. Nakajima
Title : R-matrices from moduli spaces
Abstract : 
We explain that equivariant (intersection) cohomology groups and hyperbolic
restriction give us R-matrices satisfying (generalized) Yang-Baxter equations. It is a
very general framework, and yields the well-known R-matrices of Yangian
representations from quiver varieties, as well as those of W-algebras from instanton
moduli spaces, as examples. Nothing seems to be known in other examples.
K. Saito
Title:  Formal construction of Primitive Forms
Abstract: 
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In the old construction of primitive forms (1983), we used the Birkoff decomposition
theorem in order to extend the good section from the central fiber to the total space of
the deformation. Thus, that part was a black box of the theory. Inspired by
Barannikov, that part is replaced by the "positive part" of oscillatory integral
expression. Then, we are now able to calculate explicitly a Tayler expansion of a
primitive form. This is a joint work with Si Li and Changzheng Li.
V. Schomerus
Title: Supercoset Sigma Models
Abstract: 2D sigma models on target superspaces play an important role in string and
condensed matter theory. 
I will discuss some recent results on their spectra, the relation with spin chains
and non-perturbative dualities.
A. Sen  
Title:  Mass renormalization in string theory
Slide: PDF
 
T. Takayanagi 
Title: Quantum Entanglement of Local Operators in Conformal Field Theories
Abstract: 
We introduce a series of new quantities which characterizes a given local operator in
conformal field theories from the viewpoint of quantum entanglement. It is defined by
the increased amount of (Renyi) entanglement entropy at late time for an excited
state defined by acting the local operator on the vacuum. We consider a conformal
field theory on an infinite space and take the subsystem which is traced out to define
the entanglement entropy to be a half of the infinite plane. We calculate these
quantities for a free massless scalar field theory in 2,4 and 6 dimensions. We find
that these results are interpreted in terms of quantum entanglement of finite number
states, including EPR states. They agree with a heuristic picture of propagations of
entangled particles.
Slides: PDF
P. Yi
Title: Topics in D=1,2 Gauge Theories with Four Supercharges
Abstract: 
In this talk, we overview physics of equivariant indices and partition functions for
gauge theories in D=1 and in D=2 with four supercharges.
For D=2, special cases of which generates worldsheet CFT in the infrared, exact
partition functions on S2, RP2, and D2 have been computed exactly in recent two
years. Interpreting these from the spacetime viewpoint, the so-called Gamma class
has emerged as a central ingredient. After a cursory overview of the exact central
charges of D-branes and Orientifold plane, from D2 and RP2 partition functions,
respectively, we offer a simple guess on how to separate out the alpha'-exact
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quantum volume.
We also show how this is in turn consistent with anomaly cancellation on various
worldvolumes.
Next, we turn to the matter of twisted partition functions of quiver gauge theories on
S1xS1 and on S1, and highlight the similarities and the differences between D=1 and
D=2. The surprisingly more intricate nature of D=1 cases will be explained, with a
brief review of the substantial progress for the last few years. We will speculate how
some of these results could be reframed and improved via a direct path interal via
localization. We close with comments on a few immediate unresolved issues for D=1
and D=2 respectively.
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Mass renormalization in String Theory
Ashoke Sen
Harish-Chandra Research Institute, Allahabad, India
Tokyo, January 2014
Plan
1. The mass renormalization problem in string theory
2. How do we proceed?
3. Progress so far
1. Roji Pius, Arnab Rudra, A.S., arXiv:1311.1257
2. To appear
String amplitudes are supposed to compute on-shell S-matrix
elements but this is not quite so.
String amplitudes compute what in a QFT can be called
‘truncated Green’s function on classical mass shell’:
lim
k2i →−m2ai
G(n)a1···an(k1, · · · kn)
n∏
i=1
(k2i +m
2
ai)
mai: tree level mass of the i-th external state carrying momentum
ki and other quantum numbers ai.
The limit k2i → −m2ai is forced on us by world-sheet conformal
invariance.
(Need vertex operators of dimension (0,0)).
String amplitudes:
lim
k2i →−m2ai
G(n)a1···an(k1, · · · kn)
n∏
i=1
(k2i +m
2
ai) .
The S-matrix elements are given by the LSZ procedure
lim
k2i →−m2ai,p
G(n)a1···an(k1, · · · kn)
n∏
i=1
{Z−1/2(ki, ai)(k2i +m2ai,p)}
Z(ki, ai): wave-function renormalization factors
mai,p: renormalized physical mass of the external state.
We define Z(ki, ai) and mai,p by looking for poles in two
point Green’s function
G(2)a1,a2(k1, k2) = δa1a2 (2π)
Dδ(k1 + k2)
Z(k1, a1)
k21 +m
2
a1
String amplitudes:
lim
k2i →−m2ai
G(n)a1···an(k1, · · · kn)
n∏
i=1
(k2i +m
2
ai) ,
The S-matrix elements:
lim
k2i →−m2ai,p
G(n)a1···an(k1, · · · kn)
n∏
i=1
{Z−1/2(ki, ai)(k2i +m2ai,p)}
The effect of Z(ki, ai) can be easily taken care of, but the
effect of mass renormalization is more subtle.
⇒ String amplitudes compute S-matrix elements directly if
m2ai,p = m
2
ai but not otherwise.
This includes external massless gauge particles / BPS
states.
A common excuse
“We can find the renormalized masses by examining the
poles in the S-matrix of massless and/or BPS states which
do not suffer mass renormalization.”
Does not work when a conservation law prevents the
appearance of the massive state under consideration as a
single particle intermediate state in the scattering of
massless states.
Example: In SO(32) heterotc string theory there is a
massive state in the spinor representation of SO(32)
– cannot appear as a single particle intermediate state in
the scattering of massless states which belong to adjoint
or singlet representation of SO(32).
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Even if we are not interested in massive states in string
theory, this question is important for internal consistency
of perturbative string theory.
A complete theory must be able to address all questions
which can be asked within that theory.
How do we proceed?
1. Many indirect approaches to this problem have been
discussed in the past. Weinberg; Seiberg; A.S.; Ooguri & Sakai; Das; Rey; · · ·
2. Direct approach is to define off-shell Green’s function.
We can think of two routes:
a. String field theory
– many attempts but not much progress beyond tree level /
bosonic string theory. Witten; Zwiebach; Berkovits; Berkovits, Okawa, Zwiebach
b. Pragmatic approach: Generalize Polyakov prescription
without worrying about any string field theory origin.
Cohen, Moore, Nelson, Polchinski; Alvarez Gaumé, Gomez, Moore, Vafa; Polchinski; Nelson
String field theory may be needed to address big issues
like finding non-perturbative vacuum.
However the pragmatic approach should be sufficient to
address issues within the perturbative domain, like mass
renormalization or small shifts in the vacuum.
We shall follow this pragmatic approach.
Main problem: The off-shell amplitudes are not invariant
under a Weyl rescaling of the metric, or equivalently, under
conformal transformations.
Example: Off-shell tree level 3 tachyon amplitude in closed
bosonic string theory
A = 〈V1(z1)V2(z2)V3(z3)〉, Vi = c c¯ eiki·X
A = |z1 − z2|δ3−δ1−δ2 |z2 − z3|δ1−δ2−δ3 |z1 − z2|δ2−δ1−δ3
δi =
1
2
k2i − 2 .
On-shell condition: δi = 0
Unless the tachyon is on-shell the result depends on the
choice of coordinate system.
– not invariant under
z → (az+ b)/(cz+ d), ad− bc = 1
Conclusion
Off-shell amplitude depends on spurious additional data
like the world-sheet metric, or equivalently the choice of
world-sheet coordinates in which the metric is flat.
– looks problematic at the first sight.
However this is not very different from the situation in a
gauge theory where off-shell Green’s functions of charged
fields are gauge dependent.
Nevertheless the renormalized mass and S-matrix
elements computed from these are gauge invariant.
Can the story be similar in string theory?
Strategy:
1. Find a systematic way to characterize the additional data
on which the amplitudes depend.
2. Show that the renormalized mass and S-matrix elements
do no depend on this additional data.
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Characterization of the additional data Nelson
Given a Riemann surface we introduce two types of
coordinates:
z: some reference coordinate system on the Riemann
surface
wi: local coordinate used to insert the i-th vertex operator
Vi into the correlator.
z = fi(wi)
zi ≡ fi(0): location of the i-th vertex operator in
z-coordinates.
Genus g string amplitude:∫
Mg
〈∏
i
fi ◦ Vi(0)
〉
Mg: moduli space of genus g Riemann surface
fi ◦ Vi(0): Conformal transform of Vi by fi
e.g. if Vi is a primary of dimension (h,h) then
fi ◦ Vi(0) = |f′i(0)|2h Vi(fi(0)) = |f′i(0)|2h Vi(zi)
The correlation function 〈· · · 〉 is computed using
z-coordinate system.
The result depends on the choice of local coordinates wi
but is independent of the choice of reference coordinate z.
Example: Tachyon 3-point function on the torus
z = fi(wi)
A = 〈f1 ◦ V1(0)f2 ◦ V2(0)f3 ◦ V3(0)〉
= |f′1(0)|δ1 |f′2(0)|δ2 |f′3(0)|δ3 〈V1(z1)V2(z2)V3(z3)〉
= |f′1(0)|δ1 |f′2(0)|δ2 |f′3(0)|δ3
|z1 − z2|δ3−δ1−δ2 |z2 − z3|δ1−δ2−δ3 |z1 − z2|δ2−δ1−δ3
Under z → z′ = (az+ b)/(cz+ d) ≡ h(z), fi(z) → h(fi(z)).
f′i(0) ⇒ h′(zi) f′i(0) = f′i(0)/(czi + d)2
(zi − zj) ⇒ (zi − zj)/{(czi + d)(czj + d)}
The amplitude A remains invariant.
A = |f′1(0)|δ1 |f′2(0)|δ2 |f′3(0)|δ3
|z1 − z2|δ3−δ1−δ2 |z2 − z3|δ1−δ2−δ3 |z1 − z2|δ2−δ1−δ3
Consider change in local coordinates wi → w˜i with
wi = hi(w˜i), hi(0) = 0
z = fi(wi) = fi(hi(w˜i)) ≡ f˜i(w˜i)
f˜′i(0) → f′i(0)h′i(0), zi → zi
A → A |h′1(0)|δ1 |h′2(0)|δ2 |h′3(0)|δ3
Thus A depends on the choice of local coordinates.
Local coordinate system near the punctures is the
spurious data on which the off-shell amplitude depends.
Goal: Prove that renormalized mass and S-matrix elements
are independent of the choice of local coordinates.
However instead of working with most general choice of
local coordinates we work within a restricted class.
We add an extra condition – gluing compatibility – on the
choice of local coordinates.
(Inspired by bosonic string field theory) Zwiebach
Consider a genus g1, m-punctured Riemann surface glued
to a genus g2, n-punctured Riemann surface by plumbing
fixture at one each of their punctures:
w1w2 = e−s+iθ, 0 ≤ s < ∞, 0 ≤ θ < 2π
w1,w2: choice of local coordinates at the punctures which
are glued.
Corresponds to removing a disk around w1 = 0 on the first
Riemann surface and a disk around w2 = 0 on the second
Riemann surface and gluing them at the boundaries to get
a new Riemann surface.
g1 g2
x
x
xx
x
x
This gives a family of genus g1 + g2 Riemann surface with
(m+n-2) punctures.
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Since the original Riemann surfaces were equipped with
choices of local coordinate system around each puncture,
gluing induces a choice of local coordinate system around
each of the (m+n-2) punctures of the new Riemann surface.
g1 g2
x
x
xx
x
x
Our demand: Choice of local coordinates at the punctures
of the genus g1 + g2 Riemann surface must agree with the
one induced from the local coordinates at the punctures
on the original Riemann surfaces.
Goal: Prove that renormalized mass and S-matrix elements
are independent of the choice of local coordinates within
this class.
Gluing compatibility allows us to divide the contributions
to off-shell Green’s functions into 1-particle reducible
(1PR) and 1-particle irreducible (1PI) contributions.
Two Riemann surfaces joined by plumbing fixture

Two amplitudes joined by a propagator
Riemann surfaces which cannot be obtained by plumbing
fixture of other Riemann surfaces contribute to 1PI
amplitudes.
1PI amplitudes do not include degenerate Riemann
surfaces and hence are free from poles in the external
momenta.
We can now carry out the usual field theory manipulations
with this.
Example: Two point function
At genus 1, all amplitudes are 1PI (ignoring tadpoles).
(A 2-punctured torus cannot be obtained by gluing two
lower genus surfaces).
At genus 2, we can get a subset of the Riemann surfaces
by gluing two 2-punctured tori using plumbing fixture
– declared to be 1-particle reducible.
Identify the contribution from the rest of the Riemann
surfaces as 1PI.
The net contribution to two point amplitude
+ + · · ·1PI 1PI 1PI
+ + · · ·1PI 1PI 1PI
In bosonic string theory and Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector of
superstring and heterotic string theories we can convert
this into an algebraic expression for the 2-point amplitude:
F = F̂ + F̂ΔF̂ + · · · = F̂(1 −ΔF̂)−1
F: Full 2-point amplitude
F̂: 1PI contribution to two point amplitude
Δ: tree level propagator
Δ ∝
∫
dsdθexp
[−s(L0 + L¯0) + iθ(L0 − L¯0)] ∝ (L0 + L¯0)−1δL0,L¯0
(represents the effect of gluing two Riemann surfaces
using plumbing fixture)
Two point amplitude
F = F̂ + F̂ΔF̂ + · · · = F̂(1 −ΔF̂)−1
Full propagator
+ F
Π = Δ+ΔFΔ = (Δ−1 − F̂)−1
If k is the momenta carried by external states then poles of
Π in the −k2 plane give the renormalized mass2.
Are these independent of the choice of the local coordinate
system?
Π = Δ+ΔFΔ = (Δ−1 − F̂)−1
To study the propagator of states with tree level mass m
we can ‘integrate out’ all states at other mass levels and
dump their contribution with the 1PI amplitude.
Net result:
1. Replace Δ by (k2 +m2)−1
2. Replace F̂ by F˜ which now includes, besides 1PI
contributions, all contributions involving tree level
propagator of states other than at mass level m.
External states of F˜ are only states at mass level m.
The net renormalized propagator at mass level m is
V = (k2 +m2 − F˜(k))−1
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Some added complications
At a given tree level mass, string theory contains physical
as well as unphysical states.
e.g. a vertex operator of the form cc¯V with V dimension
(1,1) matter sector primary operator represents physical
state.
Other vertex operators with same L0, L¯0 eigenvalues
represent unphysical states (secondaries in matter sector
and/or ghost excitations).
Off-shell, quantum corrections cause mixing between
physical and unphysical states.
⇒ Only renormalized physical masses can be expected to
be independent of the choice of local coordinates.
How do we sort out the renormalized physical masses
from the renormalized unphysical masses?
– done in two steps.
1. Identify a set of special states which do not mix with
unphysical states at the same mass level due to
symmetries.
Example: States on the leading Regge trajectory
For these states the mixing problem is absent and we can
try to prove the independence of the renormalized mass
and S-matrix elements of the choice of local coordinate
system.
2. To the best of our knowledge all states in all string
theories appear as single particle intermediate states in the
scattering amplitudes of massless, BPS and special states.
Thus in principle from the poles of the S-matrix elements
of massless, BPS states and special states, we can find
the renormalized masses and S-matrix elements of other
physical states.
Results
1. For the special states the renormalized physical masses
m2ai,p and the S-matrix defined this way are independent of
the choice of local coordinates to all orders in perturbation
theory.
On the other hand the off-shell Green’s functions G(n) and
the wave-function renormalization factors Z(ki, ai) do
depend on the choice of local coordinates.
2. For general states we have a systematic algorithm to
sort out the physical renormalized masses from the
unphysical ones.
Only the physical masses arise as locations of poles in the
S-matrix elements of massless / BPS / special states.
Since S-matrix elements of massless / BPS / special states
are independent of the choice of local coordinates
⇒ renormalized physical masses are also independent of
the choice of local coordinates.
Some technical details
Let F(k) be the matrix describing the off-shell two point
amplitude of special states at mass level m.
Then the special state propagator at mass level m is given
by
+ F
(k2 +m2)−1 + (k2 +m2)−2F(k)
This is expected to be of the form
Z(k)1/2(k2 +M2p)
−1Z1/2(k)†
M2p: Diagonal physical mass2 matrix.
Z(k): Wave-function renormalization matrix with no pole
near k2 = −m2.
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(k2 +m2)−1 + (k2 +m2)−2F(k) = Z(k)1/2(k2 +M2p)
−1Z1/2(k)†
Now suppose we change the local coordinate system.
We would want to test if it leaves Mp unchanged and only
changes Z(k).
Define δY(k) = δZ(k)1/2Z(k)−1/2
Then we want
(k2 +m2)−1 + (k2 +m2)−2δF(k)
= (1+ δY(k)){(k2 +m2)−1 + (k2 +m2)−2F(k)}(1+ δY(k)†)
⇒ δF = δY(k)(k2 +m2 + F(k)) + (k2 +m2 + F(k))δY(k)†
Note: Since Z(k) is analytic near k2 +m2 = 0, the same
must hold for δY(k).
Computation of δF
– arises from variation of local coordiates at one of the two
puctures where the vertex operator is introduced.
The variation of the vertex operators are ∝ (k2 +m2) since
for (k2 +m2) = 0 they are dimension zero primaries.
– call them (k2 +m2)δH(k) and (k2 +m2)δH(−k)
δF = (k2 +m2)+ x + (k2 +m2)x +
+: δH vertex, x: ordinary vertex
δF = (k2 +m2)+ x + (k2 +m2)x +
+ x = + x + + x1PI 1PI F
≡ δY+ δY (k2 +m2)−1 F
⇒ δF = (k2 +m2) δY+ δYF+ (k2 +m2) δY† + F δY†
– the desired relation.
δY, being 1PI, has no pole near k2 +m2 = 0.
This proves that the renormalized masses of special states
are independent of the choice of local coordinates.
Similar analysis can be used to prove the other results:
1. Insensitivity of the S-matrix of massless / BPS / special
states to the choice of local coordinates.
2. Extending the analysis to general physical states.
3. Proving that only physical renormalized mass2’s appear
as locations of poles in the S-matrix elements of physical
states.
For the future
1. Extend the analysis to Ramond sector.
2. Use this algorithm to compute two loop renormalized
mass of SO(32) spinors in heterotic string theory.
3. Many other problems in string theory require
intermediate off-shell formalism even though eventually we
want to compute on-shell quantities.
Apply the general off-shell formalism to those cases.
Example: In many compactifications of SO(32) heterotic
string theory on Calabi-Yau 3-folds, one loop correction
generates a Fayet-Ilioupoulos term.
Net effect: Generate a potential of a charged scalar φ of the
form
c(φ∗φ− Kg2)2
c,K: positive constants, g: string coupling
Dine, Seiberg, Witten; Dine, Ichinose, Seiberg; Atick, Dixon, A.S.
It is clear that there is a supersymmetric vacuum at
|φ| = g√K, but on-shell techniques do not tell us how to
carry out systematic perturbation expansion around the
new vacuum.
The general off-shell formalism we have discussed may be
useful for giving a systematic algorithm for computing
S-matrix around the shifted vacuum.
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4. Other possible applications are likely to crop up as we
understand this off-shell formalism better.
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1
Introduction
This is an introductionary talk on Poisson geometry for general audi-
ences (NOT FOR SPECIALISTS!).
Contents
• Poisson algebras
• Deformation quantization of Poisson manifolds
• Lie algebroid and Lie groupoid
• Generalization of Poisson structures
• Graded structures
2
1. Poisson Algebra
We first recall some (basic) notions which are appeared frequently in
my talk, although the audiences might be known well.
Lie group
Definition
A group G is a (finite dimensional) Lie group if
• G is a (finite dimensional) C∞ manifold
• The multiplication of G ((a, b) ∈ G×G → ab ∈ G) is smooth
• The inverse operation of G (a ∈ G → a−1 ∈ G) is smooth
3
Examples
Typical examples of Lie group are groups of matrices:
• GL(n : R) = {A ∈ M(n,R)|detA = 0}
• SL(n : R)|{A ∈ M(n,R)|detA = 1}
• O(n) = {A ∈ M(n,R)|AtA = I}
4
Lie algebra
Definition
A vector space g over R is a Lie algebra
if there is a Lie bracket {·, ·} on g. That is,
[1] {·, ·} : g× g −→ g is a bilinear map
[2] {f, g} = −{g, f} (Skew symmetric)
[3] S(cyclic:f,g,h){f, {g, h}} = 0 (Jacobi identity)
Remark
• Lie group G is the ”integrated” object of the Lie algebra g
• The tangent space TeG at the identity e of Lie group G has a Lie
algebra structure
• We can replace R by another field
5
Examples
Typical examples of Lie algebra are that of matrices:
• gl(n : R) = M(n,R)
• s(n : R) = {A ∈ M(n,R)| TrA = 0}
• o(n) = {A ∈ M(n,R)| A+ tA = 0}
where the bracket is defined by [A,B] = AB −BA.
6
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Poisson algebra
Definition
Let A be a commutative associative algebra over R.
A is Poisson algebra if the following properties satisfies:
[A] A carries a Lie algebra bracket {·, ·}
[B] Each adjoint operator Xh = {·, h} is a derivation of A
Remark
• Xh : A → A is a derivation if
Xh(f · g) = Xh(f) · g+ f ·Xh(g)
holds.
7
Poisson map
Let A1 and A2 be Poisson algebras.
Definition A map Φ : A1 −→ A2 is a Poisson map if it is a morphism
for both the associative and Lie algebra structures. In particular, it
satisfies
Φ(f · g) = Φ(f) ·Φ(g)
Φ({f, g}1) = {Φ(f),Φ(g)}2
where {·, ·}1 and {·, ·}2 are Lie bracket of A1 and A2, respectively.
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Poisson Manifolds
We will give some examples of Poisson algebras A which is the algebra
of smooth functions on a manifold M .
For a C∞ manifold M , we consider the associative commutative alge-
bra A = C∞(M) with pointwise product structures.
Definition
• (M, {·, ·}) is Poisson manifold if A = C∞(M) has a bracket {·, ·}
such that (C∞(M), {·, ·}) is a Poisson algeba.
• The bracket {·, ·} is called Poisson bracket
• The Poisson bracket is writen in the form
{f, g} = π(df, dg)
where π is a bivector for every f, g ∈ C∞(M).
• π is called Poisson tensor
9
Remarks on Poisson manifolds
• For most of my talk, we will consider the Poisson algebras of
Poisson manifolds.
• The derivation Xh are represented in this case by vector field,
which are called Hamiltonian vector field
• A Poisson morphism for the algebras A1 = C∞(M1) and A2 =
C∞(M2) is a pull-back of a smooth map φ : M2 → M1 which
preserves Poisson brackets. We call this map φ a Poisson map.
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Examples of Poisson manifolds
Example 1
Let R2n with the coordinates (x1, · · · , xn, y1, · · · , yn)
• Set a closed 2-form ω0 =
∑n
i=1 dxi ∧ dyi on R2n. ω0 is called
standard symplectic form on R2n
• The algebra C∞(R2n) becomes a Poisson algebra, by introducing
the Poisson bracket
{f, g} = Xfg
for every functions f, g ∈ C∞(R2n), where Xf is the Hamiltonian
vector field associated with f , i.e.,
ω0(Xf, ·) = −df
11
Cotangent bundle
We can generalize Example 1 to the cotangent bundle:
Example 2
We consider the cotangent bundle T ∗M which has the cannonical
1-form θ defined by
θ =
n∑
i=1
ξidxi
where (x1, · · · , xn, ξ1, · · · , ξn) is the coordinate of T ∗M . Then, ω1 = dθ
gives a Poisson structure(symmplectic structure) on T ∗M .
12
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Symplectic manifolds
Generalizing the above examples, we define the following:
Definition
Let M be a C∞ manifold and ω is a 2-form on M . (M,ω) is a sym-
plectic manifold if
(1) ω is a closed, i.e., dω = 0
(2) ω is nondegenerate
The algebra A = C∞(M) for the symplectic manifold (M,ω) becomes
a Poisson algebra by setting the bracket
{f, g} = Xfg
where ω(Xf, ·) = −df .
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Lie-Poisson structure
Let g be a Lie agebra over R and g∗ its dual space(i.e. the set of
linear functions on g). The Poisson structure on C∞(g∗) is defined by
setting
{f, g}(θ) = θ([df, dg]), θ ∈ g∗
for f, g ∈ C∞(g∗), where [·, ·] is the Lie bracket of g.
This bracket gives a Poisson structure on g∗ which is called Lie-
Poisson structure on g∗.
If we take a basis {x1, · · · , xn} of g∗, then we have
{xi, xj} = ckijxk
where ckij is the structure constant of the Lie algebra g.
This is called linear Poisson algebra
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Quadratic Poisson structure
After the linear Poisson structure, it is natural to look at quadratic
structures.
This comes from the ”semi-classical limit” of quantum groups.
For example, we consider the quadratic Poisson structure on (R4, {·, ·})
defined by
{x, u} = xu, {x, v} = xv, {x, y} = 2uv
{u, v} = 0, {u, y} = uy, {v, y} = vy
where x, u, v, y are the coordinates on R4.
This quadratic Poisson structure is viewed as a semi-classical limit of
the ”product structure” of quantum group SLq(2) as q → 1(not for
co-product).
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Poisson Lie groups
Definition A Lie group G with Poisson bivector π, is called a Poisson
Lie group if the multiplication G×G → G is a Poisson map.
• Poisson Lie groups introduce Lie bialgebras (Lie algebra g∗ with
additional structures)
• There are interpletations of classical r-matrices and Lie bialgebras
16
Why Poisson algebras
Let me give why Poisson algebra is helpful.
• Originally, Poisson manifolds occur as phase spaces for classical
particles, and Poisson algebra is the that of algebra of classical
observales. It is helpful to study classical mechanics purely in
algebraic way.
• Poisson algebra includes infinite dimensional cases. It also can be
available for describing the fluid mechanics, and field theory.
• However, most important contribution will be quantization prob-
lem purely by algebraic approach. Deformation quantization
has been proposed by F.Bayen-M.Flato-F.Frosdal-A.Lichnerowicz-
D.Sternheimer. This is a typical idea for quantization of classical
mechanics purely in algebraic way.
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2. Deformation quantization of Poisson manifolds
Let me recall the notion of deformation quantization of Poisson man-
ifolds.
Let A = C∞(M) be the Poisson algebra of the Poisson manifold
(M, {·, ·}). We set
A[[]] = {f = ∑
r
fr
r|fr ∈ A}
(the set of formal power series of  with the coefficients in A.
Definition A deformation quantization of the Poisson algebra A is
the A[[]] together with the product structure ∗ on A[[]] satisfying
(1) ∗ is an associative (noncommutative) product on A[[]]
(2) The following formula holds
f ∗ g = f · g+ 
2
{f, g}+higher order (in )
18
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Existence of deformation quantization of Poisson manifold
Theorem (M.Kontsevich) For any Poisson manifold (M, {·, ·}), there
is a deformation quantization (C∞(M)[[]], ∗)
Remark
• There are several results for the existence problem of deformation
quantizations for symplectic manifolds. (In particular, Lecomte-de
Wilde, Fedosov, Omori-M-Yoshioka)
• The equivalence problem of the deformation quantization of Pois-
son manifolds have been also studied.
19
Graded differential Lie algebra
To show the existence of deformation quantization for Poisson mani-
folds. Kontsevich introduced the following notion:
Definition g is differential graded Lie algebra if (g = ⊕k∈Zgk, [·, ·], d)
satisfies the following conditions:
• [·, ·] : gk ⊗ g → gk+ is a grading preserving bilinear map
• d : gk → gk+1 is degree 1 linear map such that
d2 = 0
d[γ1, γ2] = [dγ1, γ2] + (−1)γ¯1[γ1, dγ2]
[γ1, γ2] = −(−1)γ¯1γ¯2[γ2, γ1]
[γ1, [γ2, γ3]] + (−1)γ¯3(γ¯1+γ¯2) + (−1)γ¯1(γ¯2+γ¯3) = 0
20
Construction of deformation quantization
There are two differential graded Lie algebras
• (Hochshild cochain) For A = C∞(M), we consider the space
C(A,A) of Hochshild cochains C : A × · · · × A → A with Ger-
stenhabar bracket. We restrict this space to the subspace of
multi-differential operators.
• (Multi-linear vector fields) Tpoly = ⊕kΓ(M,Λk+1TM) with Schouten-
Nijenhuis bracket.
The idea of the construction is
• Embedd graded differential Lie algebra into L∞ algebra
• Construct L∞-map
• This L∞-map preserves ”Maurer-Cartan equation” which gives the
deformation quantization
21
3. Lie algebroid and Lie groupoid
Another category with closed relations to Poisson geometry is that of
Lie algebroid, and its integration object, called Lie groupoid.
The brief idea is the following:
When we think of a Poisson algebra A as an object with two structures,
• Multiplicative structure (associative commutative algebra struc-
ture)
• Lie algebra structure (by Poisson bracket)
We think of A as a Lie algebra at first. This Lie algebra can be
”integrated” to a Lie group G (of infinite dimension) in many cases.
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Lie algebroid for Poisson manifolds (1)
Let M be a Poisson manifold, and let C∞(M) be its Poisson algebra
and π a Poisson bivector.
Let
E = {a : 1-form on M}
Instead of working with the Lie algebra A = C∞(M), we introduce a
Lie algebra structure on E by the formula
[a, b] = Lπ˜ab− Lπ˜ba− dπ(a, b)
where L is the Lie derivative, and π˜ is the bundle map π˜ : T ∗M → TM
definde by
b(π˜(a)) = π(a, b)
.
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Lie algebroid for Poisson manifolds (2)
• This bracket of 1-forms has the property:
[df, dg] = d{f, g}
So, the Lie algebra A/R is viewed as a subalgebra of E
• The bracket on E is related to multiplication by functions through
the Leibniz-type identity
[a, fb] = f [a, b] + (ρ(a) · f)b
where ρ = π˜
24
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Lie algebroid
Definition Let M be a smooth manifold. A (real) Lie algebroid over
M is a vector bundle E → M with an antisymmetric R-bilinear map
[·, ·] on the space of sections Γ(E) of E such that
• Γ(E) is a Lie algebra with respect to the bracket [·, ·]
• There is an endomorphism of vector bundles (called anchor map)
ρ : E −→ TM which induces a homomorphis of Lie algebra between
Γ(E) and Γ(TM).
• The anchor map ρ satisfies the Leipniz-type identity.
Remark
• The cotangent space T ∗M of the Poisson manifold M has the Lie
algebroid structure
• This notion can be easily extended to general algebra.
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Lie groupoid (1)
We consider the case of Lie albebroid structure E of E = Γ(T ∗M) for
a Poisson manifolds M .
• The Lie algebra E acts by derivations on the algebra C∞(M),
a Lie group G whose Lie algebra is E should act on C∞(M) by
automorphisms, at least, when some completeness condition is
satisfies.
• The C∞(M) module structure on E is ”integrated” to G by the
following facts:
– G is itself a space of sections of a ”bundle” β : G → M
– The action of G on C∞(M) becomes an action by diffeomor-
phisms of M , which encoded geometrically by the second map
α : G → M
This G gives a Lie groupoid with source and target map.
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Lie groupoid (2)
There is a way to derive a Lie algebroid from any Lie groupoid. It
is natural to ask if the converse is also true, that is, can any Lie
algebroid be integrated to a Lie groupoid. This is a difficult question
which found a complete satisfactory answer by Craimic and Fernandes.
In short, the answer is that a Lie algebroid can not in general be
integrated to a Lie groupoid, moreover, to get a satisfactory theory
one needs to allow the total space of a Lie groupoid to be a non
Hausdorff manifold.
27
Definition of Lie groupoid (1)
Definition
A groupoid is a pair of sts (Γ,Γ0) equipped with the structure defined
by the following data:
• an injective map  : Γ0 → Γ, called the unit section of the groupoid;
• two maps s : Γ → Γ0 and t : Γ → Γ0, called the source map and
the target map;
they satisfy
s ◦  = t ◦  = id0
28
Definition of Lie groupoid (2)
• a compositon law m : Γ2 → Γ, called the set of composable el-
emtns,
Γ2 = {(x, y) ∈ Γ× Γ : s(x) = t(y)}
which is associative, in the sense that whenever one side of the
equality
m(x,m(y, z)) = m(m(x, y), z)
is defined, the other side is defined too, and the equality holds;
moreover, the composition law m is such that for each x ∈ Γ,
m((t(x)), x) = m(x, (s(x))) = x
29
Definition of Lie groupoid (3)
• a map ι : Γ → Γ, called the inverse, such that, for every x ∈ Γ,
(x, ι(x)) ∈ Γ2, (ι(x), x) ∈ Γ2 and
m(x, ι(x)) = (t(x)), m(ι(x), x) = (s(x))
The sets Γ and Γ0 are called, respectively, the total space and the set
of units of the groupoid.
30
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Other Lie groupoids
There are several variant notions about Lie algebroid and Lie groupoid,
which generlize the several notions in Poisson geometry.
• Symplectic Lie groupoids
• Poisson Lie groupoids
• Dual of Lie algebroids
• Poisson group actions and Poisson homogeneous spaces
31
4. Generalizations
Generalization of bracket
There are a way in which the notion of Poisson manifold can be
usefully generalized to alter the axioms for the Poisson bracket.
• (Double) Jacobi structures (Lichnerowicz and Kirillov)
Contact strucutures, Conformal symplectic structures, Foliations with leafs
which have geometric structures
• Bi-hamiltonian structures(Kosmann-Schwarzbach-Magri,Vaisman)
Completely integrable systems, Poisson-Nijenhuis structures
• Quasi Poisson structures (Drienfeld, Kosmann-Schwarzbach)
Semi-classical limits of (quasi)-Hopf algebra
• Twisted Poisson structures(Severa-Weinstein)
String theory
32
Twisted Poisson structures
Definition Let M be a smooth manifold. A pair (π, φ) is a twisted
Poisson structure on M is
(1) π is a bivector
(2) φ is a closed 3-from
(3)
[π, π] =
1
2
∧3 π˜φ
where [·, ·] denotes the ”Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket” and π˜ is the
vector bundle homomorphism T ∗M → TM induced by π.
• In the case φ = 0, (M,π) is Poisson manifold
• Twisted Poisson structure induces a Lie algebroid structure (cf.
Cattaneo-Xu)
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Dirac structures(1)
This notion is to unified approach to ”degenerate” symplectic geom-
etry for mechanics with constrains.
Definition
A Dirac structure is defined by a subbundle L of TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M
such that
(1) L = L⊥ (isotropic)
(2) [[Γ(L),Γ(L)]] ⊂ Γ(L) (integrability)
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Dirac structures(2)
Here
• TM has the natural symmetric bilinear form
< (X,α), (Y, β) >=
1
2
(α(Y ) + β(X))
and L⊥ is the orthogonal complement of L
• [[·, ·]] is the ”Courant bracket” on Γ(TM):
[[(X,α), (Y, β)]] = ([X,Y ],LXβ − LY α−
1
2
d(β(X)− α(Y )))
35
Generalized Complex structures (1)
Hitchin introduced a notion of generalized complex structures and
then Gualtieri and Cavalcanti developed further.
Twists by closed 3-form for Courant structures
• Courant structures on TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M
• φ ∈ Ω3cl(M)
• φ-twisted Courant bracket:
[[(X,α), (Y, β)]]φ = [[(X,α), (Y, β)]] + iY iXφ
36
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Generalized Complex structures (2)
Definition A generalized complex structure on TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M is a
bundle map I : TM → TM such that
(1) I2 = −I, < I(X,α), I(Y, β) >=< (X,α), (Y, β) >
(2) (Integrability) [[Γ(L),Γ(L)]]φ ⊂ Γ(L)
where L is the +i-eigenbundle of I.
Remark Integrable condition (2) is equivalent to
L ⊂ TCM, L ∩ L¯ = {0}
37
5. Graded Poisson structures
Another interesting variation on the notion of Poisson algebra is that
of graded Poisson algebra, with various sign conditions for the com-
mutativity of the product and anti-commutativity of the bracket.
• The graded structure has been appeared as L∞ algebras, etc in
Kontsevich’s construction of deformation quantization
• This idea leads both to Gerstenharber algebras and to other
type of super-Poisson algebras and super-manifolds
• Recently, there are several works for direction related to the field
theory, in particular AKSZ-sigma model (see: D.Roytenberg, P.Severa,
N.Ikeda-K.Uchino, T.Voronov)
38
QP manifolds
QP manifold was introduced by A.Schwarz from a physical point of
view and then reformulated by T.Voronov from mathematical side.
This is a graded manifold M, which is locally defined as even coordi-
nates and odd coordinates with grading.
A brief ingradients are the following:
• P -structure: (M, ω) is a graded symplectic structure. The graded
Poisson bracket on C∞(M) is definded as
{f, g} = (−1)|f |+1iXf iXgω
where Xf is a (graded) Hamiltonian vector field
• Q-structure: Differential Q of degree +1 with Q2 = 0 on M. Q is
called a homological vector field
• Compatibility: LQω = 0
39
Remarks
• The compatibility condition gives a ”classical master equation”
{Θ,Θ} = 0
for the Hamiltonian Θ ∈ C∞(M) defined by Q = {Θ, ·}.
• Poisson manifolds is a QP manifold of degree 1
• Courant algebroid is QP manifold of degree 2 (cf. Roytenberg
and Ikeda)
• There is a work by Ikeda-Uchino on the relations between QP
manifolds of degree 3 and 4D Topological field theory.
40
Nambu bracket
Finally, I will note that there is another idea of Nambu bracket which
describes physical system by anti-symmetric bracket on more than two
variables in the algebra of observables (cf M. Flato, D. Sternheimer,
G. Dito)
41
Thank you
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Integrable structure of Quantum Field
Theory: Classical flat connections versus
quantum stationary states
Vladimir Bazhanov
Australian National University
(with Sergei Lukyanov (Rutgers), arxiv:1310.4390, 1310.8082)
1
Connection between quantum and classical systems.
• Quasiclassical approximation, when Planck constant  → 0
Quantum theory =⇒ Classical theory
• New type of (mathematical) connection for finite values of ,
Integrable Quantum Field Theory
⇐⇒
Integrable Classical Field Theory
2
• Integrable Quantum Field Theory (QFT), Integrals of Motion
– Conformal Field Theory (CFT), Infinite-dimensional algebra
of (extended) conformal symmetry
– Bethe Ansatz, functional relations for commuting transfer matrices
• Theory of differential equations
– Scattering problem for ODE, connection coefficients,
Stocks multipliers, . . .
– monodromy group, monodromy-free singular points
– What’s the meaning of the number 18 in the theory
of the hypergeometric equation?
– second order PDE, arising as “zero-curvature condition”
for multivalued flat connections on the punctured Riemann sphere
• Set of stationary states in the Hilbert space of massive integrable
QFT (Fateev model) ⇐⇒
Set of singular solutions of the modified sinh-Gordon equation
on the punctured Riemann sphere
3
Local Integrals of Motion (IM) in CFT
(Sasaki-Yamanaka 1988, Eguchi-Yang 1989, VB-Lukyanov-Zamolodchikov (BLZ) 1994)
Let V ir be the Virasoro algebra generated by Ln ∈ V ir,
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n +
c
12
(n3 − n)δm+n,0
To construct the Cartan-Weyl style representation theory we need to first
diagonalize the maximal Abelian subalgebra, which is a set of mutually commuting
operators from the universal enveloping algebra of V ir:
Is ∈ U(V ir) : [Is, Is′ ] = 0 .
We need to find the spectrum of Is in the highest weight representation of V ir :
VΔ,c : Ln|Δ〉 = 0, n > 0; L0 |Δ〉 = Δ |Δ〉
First, make some assumptions about this Abelian subalgebra.
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• It would be natural to include L0 in the commuting set; L0 splits VΔ,c
on the finite dimensional level subspaces:
L0 V
(L)
Δ,c = (Δ + L) V
(L)
Δ,c dim
[
V
(L)
Δ,c
]
< ∞ .
Therefore, the problem is reduced to a finite dimensional spectrum problem in V
(L)
Δ,c .
• Let T (x), x ∈ S1 (x ∼ x+R) be the holomorphic component of the stress-energy
tensor,
T (x) = −
c
24
+
∑
n∈Z
e2πinx/R L−n
• Locality condition: We assume that Is are given by integrals over
local densities build from the field T (x), for example,
I1 =
∮
T =
R
2π
[
L0 −
c
24
]
• The quadratic in Ln operator is defined up to an overall normalization by the locality
requirement
I3 =
∮
T 2 =
( R
2π
)3 [
2
∞∑
n=1
LnLn + L
2
0 −
c+ 2
12
L0 +
c(5c+ 22)
2880
]
5
All other operators Is are defined (up to overall factors) by the commutativity condition.
For example
I5 =
∮ (
T 3 +
c+ 2
12
(T ′)2
)
There exists an infinite set {I2n−1}∞n=1 which first representatives are given
by the above formulas. They are the so called local Integrals of Motion (IM).
The odd-integers 2n− 1 stand for the values of the Lorentz spin.
We’ll focus on the highest vector eigenvalues:
I
(vac)
2n−1(Δ, c) : I2n−1 |Δ〉 =
( R
2π
)2n−1
I
(vac)
2n−1 |Δ〉 ,
which are certain polynomials in Δ and c:
I
(vac)
1 = Δ−
c
24
, I
(vac)
3 = Δ
2 −
c+ 2
12
Δ +
c(5c+ 22)
2880
, . . .
CFT integrals of motion — quantum analogs of conserved quantities
in KdV theory
T (x) → −
c
6
U(x), ∂tU = UUx − 6Uxxx, c → ∞
6
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Functional relations for generating functions of IM
• Transfer matrices Tj(μ) (quantum analogs of traces of monodromy matrices
for mKdV) satisfy the fusion relations
Tj(qμ)Tj(q
−1μ) = 1 + Tj+ 1
2
(μ)Tj− 1
2
(μ) ,
(
q = eiπβ
2
, c = 1− 6 (β − β−1)2
)
• Tj can be regarded as generating function for the local IM
logTj ∼
∞∑
n=0
c(j)n I2n−1 κ
1−2n κ = μ
1
2(1−β2)
• As β2 = p
p′
the functional relations are truncated. In this case the vacuum eigenvalues,
Tj(μ)|Δ〉 = tj(μ) |Δ〉
satisfy a finite set of integral equations (TBA equations). Numerical values of the
vacuum eigenvalues I
(vac)
2n−1 can be extracted from the solutions of the TBA equations.
• The TBA equations are expecially simple in the case
β2 =
1
N + 1
, N = 1, 2, . . . Δ =
1− 4N2
6(N + 1)
.
Related to RSOS models (Andrews-Baxter-Forrester ’84, Baxter-Pearce ’87).
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ODE/IM correspondence
Let us consider the anharmonic potential(
−
d2
dy2
+ y2N − E
)
Ψ = 0 .
The WKB spectrum can be determined by means of the WKB approximation.
E1
E2
WKB spectra {En}
∞
n=1 =⇒
∮
dy
√
En − U(y) = 2π(n+ ...)
y2N
• Voros (1992) derived the exact Exact Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition.
• Dorey-Tateo (1998) observed that for β2 = 1
N+1
the TBA equations in CFT are exa
the same as the Voros quantization conditions.
• Generalization and proof BLZ (1998)
In the general case the vacuum eigenvalues of Tj(μ), i.e., tj(μ), (j =
1
2
, 1, . . .)
8
coincide with certain monodromy coefficients for the ODE(
−
d2
dz2
+
l(l + 1)
z2
+ κ2 p(z)
)
Ψ = 0 , p(z) = z2α − 1 .
One can reformulate this result in terms of the vacuum eigenvalues I
(vac)
2n−1;
w =
∫
dz
√
p(z) :
(
−
d2
dw2
+ uˆ(w) + κ2
)
Ψ˜ = 0
cn =
(2n−3)!!
2nn!
Ψ˜(w) ∼ eF (w) exp
(
− κw +
∑∞
n=1 κ
1−2n cn
∫ w
dw Un[uˆ]
)
F (w) =
∞∑
n=1
κ−2nFn[uˆ(w)] Fn[uˆ]− differential polinomials in uˆ .
Also Un[ uˆ ] are homogeneous (grade(uˆ) = 2, grade(∂) = 1, grade(Un) = 2n) differential
polynomials in uˆ of degree n (known as the Gel’fand-Dikii polynomials):
U1 = uˆ , U2 = uˆ
2 −
1
3
uˆ′′ ...
9
Hence the monodromy coefficients are given by
log t 1
2
(μ) ∼
∑
n
cn κ
1−2n q2n−1 , q2n−1 =
∮
Cw
dwUn[uˆ(w)]
We may now return to the original variable z
w → z , Un[uˆ(w)] → U˜n(z)
z
10
Cπ
α
q2n−1 =
∮
C
dz U˜n(z) (p(z) = z
2α − 1)
The ODE/IM correspondence : I
(vac)
2n−1 = dn q2n−1
Here dn are some (known) constants which depend on normalization conventions for
q2n−1 and I2n−1, whereas the parameters are identified as follows:
c = 1−
6α2
α + 1
, Δ =
(2l + 1)2 − 4α2
16(α + 1)
.
10
Virasoro CFT summary
• Problem of diagonalization of the Abelian subalgebra of V ir spanned by
the local IM {Is}.
• Generating function for the vacuum eigenvalues coincides with some connection
coefficient of the ODE(
−
d2
dz2
+
l(l + 1)
z2
+ κ2 p(z)
)
Ψ = 0 , p(z) = z2α − 1 .
• A similar correspondence exists for the higher (excited) eigenstates:
each state corresponds to its own ODE. BLZ (2003)
• Difficulty: the above ODE has an essential singularity at z = ∞
• Resolution: consider more a complicated case, related to the Fateev model
11
Fateev model (1996)
L =
1
16π
3∑
i=1
(
(∂tϕi)
2 − (∂xϕi)
2
)
+ 2μ
[
eiα3ϕ3 cos(α1ϕ1 + α2ϕ2) + e
−iα3ϕ3 cos(α1ϕ1 − α2ϕ2)
]
Here αi are coupling constants subject to a single constraint
α21 + α
2
2 + α
2
3 =
1
2
.
α21 > 0 , α
2
2 > 0 , α
2
3 > 0 .
The parameter μ in the Lagrangian sets the mass scale, μ ∼ [ mass ]. We shall consider
the theory in finite-size geometry, with the spatial coordinate x in ϕi = ϕi(x, t)
compactified on a circle of circumference R, with the periodic boundary conditions
ϕi(x+R, t) = ϕi(x, t) .
x~x+R
Aμ = ACFT + μ
∫
d2x Φ
12
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Perturbed Hyper-Geometric Equation
(
− ∂2z + T0(z)
)
ψ = 0, T0(z) = −
3∑
i=1
( δi
(z − zi)2
+
ci
z − zi
)
δi =
1
4
− p2i , i = 1, 2, 3.
zj
zi
zk
(
ψ1(γ ◦ z), ψ2(γ ◦ z)
)
=
(
ψ1(z), ψ2(z)
)
M(γ) .
Monodromy group
M : π1
(
CP1\{zi}
)

→ SL(2,C) ,
Conditions on the monodromy matrices (six equations for nine unknowns)
Tr
(
M (i)
)
= −2 cos(2πpi) , M
(3)M (2)M (1) = 1
13
D(λ) = −
d2
dz2
+ T0(z) + λ
2 P(z) , P(z) =
(z3 − z2)
a1 (z1 − z3)
a2 (z2 − z1)
a3
(z − z1)2−a1(z − z2)2−a2(z − z3)2−a3
and parameters 0 < ai < 2 satisfy the constraint a1 + a2 + a3 = 2.
Define bases of linearly independent solutions and connection matrices
χ
(i)
± → (z − zi)
1
2
±pi
(
1 +O((z − zi)
ai/2)
)
, 0 < pi < ai/4
χ(i) = (χ
(i)
− , χ
(i)
+ ) , χ
(i) = χ(j) S(j,i)(λ) , i = 1, 2, 3
det
(
S(j,i)(λ)
)
= 1 , S(i,k)(λ)S(k,i)(λ) = I , S(i,k)(λ)S(k,j)(λ)S(j,i)(λ) = I ,
Symmetry properties
Ωi : z 
→ γi ◦ z , λ 
→ q
−1
i λ qi = e
iπai
Ω3Ω2Ω1 = 1
lead to
S(i,k)(λ) e−2πipiσ3 S(k,j)(λ q−1k ) e
−2πipjσ3 S(j,i)(λ qi) e
−2πipiσ3 = −I .
Asymptotic expansion of these coefficients at large λ can be connected to vacuum
eigenvalues of the local IM in some CFT with extended conformal symmmetry,
related to the Fateev model.
14
Further generalizations: higher eigenstates
(
− ∂2z + TL(z)
)
ψ = 0, TL(z) = −
L+3∑
i=1
( δi
(z − zi)2
+
ci
z − zi
)
with {zi} = {z1, z2, z3, x1, . . . , xL} and
δi =
1
4
− p2i , i = 1, 2, 3; δa+3 = −2, a = 1, 2, . . . , L
Condition: points x1, . . . , xL are monodromy-free
TL(z) = −
la(la + 1)
(z − xa)2
−
ca+3
z − xa
−
+∞∑
k=0
t
(a)
k (z − xa)
k, a = 1, . . . , L
(ca+3)
3 − 4 ca+3 t
(a)
0 + 4 t
(a)
1 = 0 .
For fixed pi, the only free parameters are the positions x1, . . . , xL.
The monodromy group for this equation will be the same as for
the hypergeometric equation, corresponding to L = 0
15
D(λ) = −
d2
dz2
+ TL(z) + λ
2 P(z) , P(z) =
(z3 − z2)
a1 (z1 − z3)
a2 (z2 − z1)
a3
(z − z1)2−a1(z − z2)2−a2(z − z3)2−a3
Monodromy free conditions give additional L equations
ca+3 = −∂z logP(z)
∣∣
z=xa
=
3∑
i=1
2− ai
xa − zi
, a = 1, . . . L .
number of solutions NL = p3(L) = 3, 9, 22, . . .. (dimensions of level subspaces in a
W -algebra, realized with 3 Bose fields, arizing in the conformal limit of the Fateev
model).
The perturbed equation possesses the same symmetry
Ωi : z 
→ γi ◦ z , λ 
→ q
−1
i λ qi = e
iπai
Ω3Ω2Ω1 = 1
Connection coefficient satisfy the same functional equations as for L = 0.
det
(
S(j,i)(λ)
)
= 1 , S(i,k)(λ)S(k,i)(λ) = I , S(i,k)(λ)S(k,j)(λ)S(j,i)(λ) = I ,
S(i,k)(λ) e−2πipiσ3 S(k,j)(λ q−1k ) e
−2πipjσ3 S(j,i)(λ qi) e
−2πipiσ3 = −I .
16
Monodromy matrix for the Pochhammer loop
zj
zi
zk
z1
z2z3
γP
W(λ) = TrM(γP ) = 2
(
2 + c(4p1) + c(4p2) + c(4p3) + c(2p1 + 2p2 + 2p3)
+c(2p1 + 2p2 − 2p3) + c(2p1 − 2p2 + 2p3) + c(−2p1 + 2p2 + 2p3)
)
+O(λ2)
where c(x) = cos(πx). For pi = 0 the constant term equals 18.
WHY? What does it mean for the hypergeometric equation?
17
ODE/IM correspondence for massive integrable QFT
Now we consider the CFT perturbed by a relevant operator in the bulk
x~x+R
Aμ = ACFT + μ
∫
d2x Φ (dΦ = 2ΔΦ < 2)
In general one expects that the perturbation leads to the massive QFT
Ma ∼ μ
1
2−dΦ
In the case of integrable perturbation the theory possesses an infinite set of local IM
Is|μ→0 = I
(CFT )
s , I¯s|μ→0 = I¯
(CFT )
s
Let I2n−1 = I¯2n−1 be the vacuum eigenvalues of Is and I¯s.
Is it possible to relate I2n−1(μ) to monodromic characteristics of some ODE?
18
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During the decade 1998-2008, all attempts to incorporate massive integrable QFT
in the ODE/IM correspondence have failed.
• Gaiotto, Moore and Neitzke (2008): TBA-like equations for the Hitchin systems
• Alday, Maldacena (2009): Strong coupling amplitudes in ADS/CFT
• Zamolodchikov, Lukyanov (2010): ODE/IM for the vacuum state in
sin(h)-Gordon model
• Lukyanov (2013): ODE/IM for the vacuum state of the Fateev model
19
CMC embedding of a 3-punctured sphere in AdS3
Let Σg,n be a compact Riemann surface with n marked points (“punctures”) and
a1, a2, . . . an be positive numbers such that 2χ(Σg) +
∑n
i=1(ai − 2) = 0. Then there
exists a flat metric on Σg,n with conical singularities of angle πai at the i
th puncture.
The metric is unique up to homothety.
Conical  Punctures
In the case Σ0,3 = S
2/{P1, P2, P3} : a1 + a2 + a3 = 2
Introduce a complex coordinate z and define a holomorphic differential p(z) (dz)2 on
the universal cover of Σ0,3:
p(z) = ρ2
(z3 − z2)
a1 (z1 − z3)
a2 (z2 − z1)
a3
(z − z1)2−a1(z − z2)2−a2(z − z3)2−a3
: (ds)20 =
√
p(z)p¯(z¯) dzdz¯
Here ρ stands for the homothety parameter and zi labels the punctures.
20
Consider now the problem of constant mean curvature embedding of Σ0,3 into AdS3.
In this case, the Gauss-Peterson-Codazzi equation can be brought to the form of the
modified Sinh-Gordon (MShG) equation
∂z∂z¯η − e
2η + p(z)p¯(z¯) e−2η = 0 ,
where the field η defines the induced metric
(ds)2cmc =
4
1 +H2
e2η√
p(z)p¯(z¯)
(ds)20
and H = const stands for the mean curvature. A suitable solution should be real
and smooth as z = zi, and, if we want to preserve the amount of the Gaussian curvature
localized at the punctures, it should satisfy the conditions
η − 1
4
log
(
p(z)p¯(z¯) ) = O(1) at z → zi (i = 1, 2, 3) and ∞ .
Generalized problem : η =
{
−2 log |z|+O(1) at z → ∞
2mi log |z − zi|+O(1) at z → zi
If 0 < ai < 2 and −
1
2
< mi ≤ −
1
4
(2− ai)
then the solution of the generalized problem exists and is unique.
21
The MShG equation is the compatibility condition of the linear problem
D(λ)Ψ = 0 , D¯(λ¯)Ψ = 0 .
D(λ) = ∂z −Az , D¯(λ¯) = ∂z¯ −Az¯ , λ = ρe
θ, λ¯ = ρe−θ
Az = −
1
2
∂zη σ3 + λ
(
σ+ e
η + σ− P(z) e
−η )
Az¯ =
1
2
∂z¯η σ3 + λ¯
(
σ− e
−η + σ+ P¯(z¯) e
η
)
.
Additional monodromy-free punctures
e−η ∼
z¯ − x¯a
z − xa
, (a = 1, . . . L), e−η ∼
z − yb
z¯ − y¯b
, (b = 1, . . . L¯) .
satisfy the conditions
∂zη =
1
z − xa
+
1
2
γa + o(1) , ∂z¯η = −
1
z¯ − x¯a
+ o(1) , a = 1, . . . L
and
γa = ∂z logP(z)|z=xa
and similarly for yb.
22
The MShG equation is a flatness condition for sl(2)-valued connection A = Azdz + A¯z¯dz¯.
The connection is not single-valued on the punctured sphere. However, it does return
to the original branch after a continuation along the non-contractible loop C
z2z1
z3
C
Therefore the Wilson loop
W (θ) = Tr
[
P exp
(∮
C
A
)]
does not depend on the precise shape of the cycle used. It can be regarded as generating
functions for the conserved charges
logW (θ) ∼ −q0 e
θ +
∞∑
n=1
cn q2n−1 e
−(2n−1)θ as e(θ) → +∞, |m(θ)| <
π
2
here cn =
(−1)n
2n!
Γ(n− 1
2
)√
π
.
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Fateev model (1996)
L =
1
16π
3∑
i=1
(
(∂tϕi)
2 − (∂xϕi)
2
)
+ 2μ
[
eiα3ϕ3 cos(α1ϕ1 + α2ϕ2) + e
−iα3ϕ3 cos(α1ϕ1 − α2ϕ2)
]
Here αi are coupling constants subject to a single constraint
α21 + α
2
2 + α
2
3 =
1
2
.
α21 > 0 , α
2
2 > 0 , α
2
3 > 0 .
The parameter μ in the Lagrangian sets the mass scale, μ ∼ [ mass ]. We shall consider
the theory in finite-size geometry, with the spatial coordinate x in ϕi = ϕi(x, t)
compactified on a circle of circumference R, with the periodic boundary conditions
ϕi(x+R, t) = ϕi(x, t) .
x~x+R
Aμ = ACFT + μ
∫
d2x Φ
24
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Due to the periodicity of the potential term in ϕi,
L =
1
16π
3∑
i=1
(
(∂tϕi)
2 − (∂xϕi)
2
)
+ 2μ
[
eiα3ϕ3 cos(α1ϕ1 + α2ϕ2) + e
−iα3ϕ3 cos(α1ϕ1 − α2ϕ2)
]
the space of states H splits on the orthogonal subspaces Hk1,k2,k3 characterized by the
three “quasimomentums” ki:
ϕi → ϕi + 2π/αi : |Ψk1,k2,k3 〉 → e
2πiki |Ψk1,k2,k3 〉 .
With real αi the model is non-unitary.
Sigma-model description
In the unitary regime (α3 = ib) the model admits a dual description in terms
of the action
S =
∫
d2xGμν(X) ∂aX
μ∂aX
ν ,
where Gμν is a certain two-parameter families of metric on the topological three-sphere
which possesses two U(1) Killing vector fields.
25
The Fateev model is integrable, in particular it has infinite set of commuting local IM
I
(+)
2n−1, I
(−)
2n−1, 2n = 2, 4, 6, . . . being the Lorentz spins of the associated local densities
I
(±)
2n−1 =
∫ R
0
dx
2π
[ ∑
i+j+k=n
C
(n)
ijk (∂±ϕ1)
2i (∂±ϕ2)
2j (∂±ϕ3)
2k + . . .
]
where ∂± = 12(∂x ∓ ∂t) and . . . stand for the terms involving higher derivatives of ϕi,
as well as the terms proportional to powers of μ. The constant C
(n)
ijk is known
(Zamolodchikov, Lukyanov, 2012)
C
(n)
ijk =
n!
i! j! k!
(
2α21(1− 2n)
)
n−i
(
2α22 (1− 2n)
)
n−j
(
2α23 (1− 2n)
)
n−k
(2n− 1)3 (4α21)
1−i (4α22)1−j (4α
2
3)
1−k ,
where (x)n is the Pochhammer symbol. The displayed terms with the given
C
(n)
ijk set the normalization of I
(±)
2n−1 unambiguously.
26
Of primary interest are the eigenvalues
I2n−1 = I
(+)
2n−1({ki} |R) = I
(−)
2n−1({ki} |R)
especially the k-vacuum energy
E = 2 I1 .
In the large-R limit all vacuum eigenvalues I2n−1 vanish except I1. The vacuum energy is
composed of an extensive part proportional to the length of the system,
E = R E0 + o(1) at R → ∞
Specific bulk energy (Fateev, 1996)
E0 = −πμ
2
3∏
i=1
Γ(2α2i )
Γ(1− 2α2i )
.
27
ODE/IM correspondence
The eigenvalues of the local IM in the Fateev model can be expressed in terms
of the classical conserved charges q2n−1:
μ−1
(
I1 −
1
2
R E0
)
= d1 q1
μ1−2n I2n−1 = dn q2n−1 (n = 2, 3, . . .) .
Here dn are constants, independent of ki and R. With the normalization conditions
for q2n−1 and I
(±)
2n−1 described above, dn reads explicitly as
dn = (2π)
2n−1 (−1)
n−1
16 π2
3∏
i=1
Γ
(
2 (2n− 1)α2i
)
.
The parameters of the quantum and classical problems are identified as follows:
α2i =
ai
4
(i = 1, 2, 3)
|ki| =
1
ai
(2mi + 1)
μR = 2ρ
28
Conclusion
• There a connection between the theory of Integrable Models in two dimensions
and the spectral theory of Ordinary Differential Equations.
• Classical conserved charges = Eigenvalues of IM in the integrable QFT
• Eigenvalues of transfer matrices = connection coefficients between different
bases solutions of ODE.
• We considered a class of “Perturbed Fuchsian differential equations”
• Multivalued flat connections on the punctured sphere and monodromy
properties of associated singular differential operators
• Future tasks: Apply “Quantum Inverse Problem Method”
to the Fateev model (Yang-Baxter structure, lattice regularization, etc.)
• What is 18? (Mininal dimension of representation of the quantized
exceptional affine superalgebra Uq(D̂(2, 1, ;α)))
29
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QuantumEntanglement
ofLocalOperators
inConformalFieldTheories
TadashiTakayanagi
YukawaInstituteforTheoreticalPhysics(YITP),KyotoUniversity
MainlyBasedon
(i) arXiv:1401.0539withMasahiroNozaki(YITP,Kyoto)and
Tokiro Numasawa (YITP,Kyoto)
? ThesecondlimitofEE
Seealso
(ii) Phys.Rev.Lett.110(2013)9,091602[arXiv:1212.1164]
withJyotirmoyBhattacharya(Kavli IPMU,Tokyo),
MasahiroNozaki(YITP,Kyoto)and
TomonoriUgajin (Kavli IPMU/YITP)
? ThefirstlimitofEE
? Introduction
Consideranarbitraryconformalfieldtheory(CFT).
WewouldliketocharacterizelocaloperatorsinaCFT.
? Findamap
Wellknownexamples
(i)f=conformaldimension
(ii)f=somecharge
Butnomorethanthesesofar….
R)()(:
operatorlocala
 OfxOf
O
OQ
Themainpurposeofthistalkistointroduce
anewinterestingclassofsuchquantities:
     
.vac:stateExcited
,vac)()()(
O(x)O 
SOSOS nA
n
A
n
A

	
 


	

statefor the
EntropyRenyith-ntEntangleme)( nS nA
A=asubregion(subsystem)
onatimeslice
~Lossofinformationwhenweassume
thattheregionBisinvisible.

~``degreesoffreedom’’oftheoperatorO.
ThismaybeanalogoustocentralchargesfortheCFTitself.
(Indeed,EEleadstoproofsofcth andFth [CasiniHuerta].)
A
B
)(n
AS
 OS nA )(
Twolimits
(1)
Inthiscase,wefindthepropertyanalogousto
thefirstlawofthermodynamics
(2)[NozakiNumasawaTT14]
Thisleadstoatotallynewentropicquantity!
? Themainpurposeofthistalk.
  !NewNot)(  OOnA EOS
[BhattacharyaNozakiUgajinTT12]
A
B
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Contents
? Introduction
? WhatisEntanglementEntropy(EE)?
? ThefirstlimitofEE(`1stlawofthermodynamics’)
? ThesecondlimitofEE(somenewquantities)
? Conclusions
Whatisthequantumentanglement?
Inquantummechanics,
aphysicalstate=avectorinHilbertspace.
Consideraspinofanelectron,anystateisdescribed
byalinearcombination:
.1||||, 22 		
 baba
? WhatisEntanglementEntropy?
Considerthefollowingstates intwospinsystems:
(i)Adirectproductstate(unentangled state)
(ii)Anentangledstate(EPRpair)
   .
2
1
BBAA
	

  .2   /
B
	

ABA
Independent
Onedeterminestheother! ?Nonlocalcorrelation
DivideaquantumsystemintotwosubsystemsAandB.
Definethereduceddensitymatrix by
The entanglemententropyisnowdefinedby
(vonNeumannentropy)
A
.BAtot HHH 	
Ameasureofquantumentanglementisknownas
entanglemententropy whichisdefinedasfollows.
   
      .
2
1Tr
2
1(i)
BA AAAA
BBAA
	

	
	


 
   .
2
1Tr
2   /(ii)
B
B
AAAAA
ABA
	

	
	


? ?
?
Entangled
NotEntangled
0SA 	
2logSA 	
TheSimplestExample:twospins(2qubits) Itisalsousefultodefine
entanglement(nth)Renyi entropy:
Note:
Ifweknowallof,wefindalleigenvaluesof.
(socalledentanglementspectrum)
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EEinQuantumManybodySystemsandQFTs
WecandefinetheEEgeometrically:
BA 	B A
slice  time:N
.BAtot HHH 	B
A
Continuum
Limit 0

QuantumManybodySystems QuantumFieldTheories(QFTs)
EEforexcitedstatesinCFTs
Wewillcalculatethisquantitybyusing
(i)holography(AdS/CFT)and
(ii)fieldtheoretic(replicamethod)approach.
  ].Tr[)1(),(
.),(),(),(
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? TheFirstLimitofEE[BhattacharyaNozakiUgajinTT 12]
SincetheEEinaQFTisUVdivergent(arealaw),
letusfocusonthedifferenceofEE:
FirstwetakethesmallsizelimitofsubsystemA.
? Theholographiccalculationispowerful.
   .vacAAA SOSS 	
HolographicEntanglementEntropyFormula
[RyuTT 06;ProvedbyLewkowyczMaldacena 13]
istheminimalareasurface
(codim.=2)suchthat
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Note:Wedonotknowanygeneral
holographicformulaforRenyi entropy.
AKillinghorizon(timeindependentblackholes)
? Allcomponentsofextrinsiccurvaturearevanishing.

Aminimalsurface(orextremal surface)
?Tracesofextrinsiccurvaturearevanishing.
Note:theHEEformulacanberegardedasageneralization
ofBekensteinHawkingformulaofblackholeentropy:
Quantum
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TheHEEsuggeststhat
Aspacetime ingravity
=Collectionsofbitsofquantumentanglement
B
AA
Plancklength
ForthoseJapanesewhoareinterested:SymposiumatJSPmeeting???????????
@??????????????????????????? 2014?3?27?13:3017:00?
HolographicCalculationofEEforexcitedstates
ConsideranasymptoticallyAdSd+2background
(=anexcitedstateinCFTd+1):
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Wedonotcare
thedetailsofIR.
Energydensity
HolographicEntanglementEntropyAnalysis
AssumeasmallsubsystemAwiththesizesuchthat
thenwecanshow
The`entanglementtemperature’isgivenby
Theconstantcisuniversalinthatitonlydependsontheshape
ofthesubsystemA:
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HolographicPrediction
ConsiderexitedstatesinaCFT whichhasapproximately
translationalandrotationalinvariance.
IfthesubsystemAissmallenoughsuchthat
thenthefollowing`1st law’likerelationissatisfied:
Note:TheconstantcdependsonlyonthegeometryofA.
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MoreRecentProgresses
(1)Thefirstlawcanbesimply[BlancoCasiniHungMyers13,
expressedasfollows:WongKlichPandoZayasVaman 13]
(2)Theperturbative Einsteineq.isequivalenttoa
constraintofHEE:
[NozakiNumasawaPrudenziatiTT13,BhattacharayaTT13]
(3)Moreover,thefirstlawwasshowntobe
equivalenttotheperturbative Einsteineq.
[LashkariMcDermottRaamsdonk 13,FaulknerGuicaHartmanMyers
Raamsdonk 13]
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? TheSecondLimitofEE[NozakiNumasawaTT14]
IfthesizeofsubsystemAislarge(orequallyforlargely
excitedstates),thenthedetailsoftheIRgeometry
playsimportant.
? Wecannotexpectanyuniversalproperties
likethefirstlaw.
? Wewillstudysolvableexplicitexamples
(i.e.masslessfreescalarfieldtheory)
bydirectfieldtheorycalculations.
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(41) Replicamethodforgroundstates
AbasicmethodofcalculatingEEinQFTsissocalled
thereplicamethod.
Inthepathintegralformalism,thegroundstatewave
functioncanbeexpressedasfollows:
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Finally,weobtainapathintegralexpressionofthetrace
asfollows:  kaAbcAabAnA ][][][Tr  	
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Inthisway,weobtainthefollowingrepresentation
whereisthepartitionfunctiononthensheeted
Riemannsurface.
SofarweimplicitlyassumedatwodimensionalQFT.
Butitisstraightforwardtoextendthisanalysisinto
higherdimensions.
(42)ReplicaMethodforExcitedStates
Wewanttocalculatefor
Note:denotestheEuclideantime.Wecomputethe
timeevolutionviatheEuclideananalyticalcontinuation.
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Inthisway,the(Renyi)EEcanbeexpressedintermsof
correlationfunctions(2npointfunctionetc.)on	n :
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Wefocusonthefreemasslessscalarfieldtheory on	n
andcalculate2nptfunctionsusingtheGreenfunction:
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(43)Calculationsof(Renyi)EntanglementEntropy
Timeevolutioninfreemasslessscalartheory
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Whatdothesemean?
(Log[rationalnumber]?)
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Generalheuristicinterpretation
First,noticethatinfreeCFTs,therearedefinite
(quasi)particlesmovingatthespeedoflight.
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BytracingoutthesubsystemB(=R),wefindthat
thematrix
A isthek+1timesk+1diagonalmatrix:
Thisagreeswithexplicitresultsfromthereplicamethod.
Itsuggeststhatis`topologicalinvariant’w.r.t.A.
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(44)TwodimensionalCase
Intwodimension(d=1),theleftandrightdecomposition
isexact!
Inthemasslessscalarfieldtheory,thereisonesubtlety:
theconformaldimensionofisvanishing.
Thus isnotagoodlocaloperator!
? Instead,wecanconsider
:: kO .	
.::::or:: 3.3.3
4.
4
iii eeOeO 		
Inthecasewefindtheresultistrivial:
Thisissimplybecause
isadirectproductstate.
Ontheotherhand,
istheEPRstateandindeedwefind
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? Conclusions
Inthistalkweappliedtheideaofentanglement(Renyi)entropyto
analyzelocaloperators(orexcitedstates)inCFTs.Wefound:
1. Ananalogueofthefirstlawofthermodynamicsissatisfied
inthesmallsizelimit ofsubsystemA.
2. Inthelargesizelimit,(Renyi)EEcandescribesthe`degreesof
offreedom’ofagivenlocaloperator.
? Itshowsmonotonictimeevolutionandisexplainedby
thepropagationsofentangledpairsofquasiparticles.
? Thefinalvaluescanbeexplainedbyentanglement
offinitenumberofstatessuchasEPRstates.Theyare
invariantagainstsmoothdeformationsofthesubsystemA.
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Futureproblems
• CalculationsofininteractingCFTswithlargeNlimit.
(Holographicapproach? Noquasiparticles.)
• Calculationsinmassivefieldtheories.
• Computationswithmultiplelocaloperators
:
:
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